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Figure 2: Freight volumes along the 
Bothnian Corridor 2018 

1. GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE GLOBAL PROJECT INCLUDING 
NEEDS, OBJECTIVES AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 

1.1. General description of the global project, including needs and objectives 

The Global project: Double track on the section Gävle-Sundsvall on the East Coast Line, a part of the 
Bothnian Corridor 
Construction period: 2018-2029                                                  Cost: € 790 Million      
Stakeholders: The Swedish Transport Administration (henceforth Trafikverket) and the Municipalities of 
Sundsvall  
 
The scope of the Global project and Environment issues 
The East Coast Line, a 402-km long railway, is a part of the Scan-
Med Corridor on the part Bothnian Corridor. The Bothnian corridor 
unites the Northern Axis and the Nordic Triangle and, in a Nordic / 
European perspective, provides positive system effects through 
connecting Northern Sweden, Northern Norway, Finland, North-
western Russia with the European continent. The corridor is an 
important cross-border corridor in the European core network for 
transport (TEN-T core network) linking Europe with the commodity-
rich Northern Sweden, Norway and Finland where large export values 
are created, namely for the east-west transport routes Finland- 
Sundsvall-Östersund-Trondheim and Vaasa-Umeå-Mo i Rana. The 
tracks are important for achieving a coherent and better functioning 
network for both passenger and freight transport and the transnational 
cargo flows within EU and to the rest of the world. In the State of the 
Union speech on October 16 2020 von Der Leyen pointed out 
northern Sweden as a leading example in the European Green Deal. 
The Bothnian corridor has been recognised as an important part of 
Europe's railway infrastructure through three railway projects (Section 
Gävle – Kringlan (Axmartavlan) (39 km), Dingersjö meeting station (3 
km), and Sundsvall – Dingersjö (14 km). The projects are co-financed 
by the EU with € 787 million from the TEN-T programme and will, with 
EU support, increase capacity in the Bothnian Corridor. 
 
The Global project is a part of the East Coast Line, the railway section 
between Gävle and Sundsvall, is 220 km long and passes through the 
municipalities of Gävle, Söderhamn, Hudiksvall, Nordanstig and 
Sundsvall. The single-track railway is running mainly near the road 
E4, which is by far the most important road transport route through 
Norrland. Several major industries are established along the coast, 
mainly forest-related industries, for example, paper and pulp industry, 
sawmills, chemical industry, engineering industry and metal industry.  
Most prominent industries are SCA Graphics, Iggesund Paperboard, 
and Billerud/ Korsnäs. Many of the industries are connected to the 
East Coast Line via industrial tracks.  
 
When today's bottlenecks are being eliminated, travel time is halved 
and enables increased skills supply, more jobs and better conditions 
for a growing tourism industry, while Sweden's export-dependent basic 
industry secures capacity in a sustainable transport system. As the 
extended European integration continues, the importance of the 
corridor will increase further. 
 
In order to reduce the climate effect of the transport sector it is 
essential to transfer freight transports from road to railway, though 
railway transport is more energy efficient and climate friendly. To 
transport 1 ton of goods and release no more than 1 kilo of CO

2 
would 

mean travelling 20 km by truck, 200 km by ship, and 9,000 km by 
railway. Every day 1,400 to 2,500 trucks travel on the E4 highway 
along the coast. The Swedish Traffic Administration (hereinafter 
referred to as Trafikverket) estimates that this will increase between 26 
percent and 38 percent by 2040. With a double track, a significant 
portion of this road freight can be transported by rail. Efficient rail 

Figure 1: The Global project and the 
Bothnian Corridor 



Figure 3: Number of passenger trains on different routes on 
The East Coast Line in 2018 and forecast for 2030 

transports within and to/from the region are important for the TEN-T transport network. The East Coast Line 
would reduce dependence on fossil fuels. The double-track would make it possible to not only transport goods by 
rail but also transport people by rail rather than personal vehicles or by air. 
By reducing travel time by half, the number of 
travellers who switch from air travel to train is 
estimated to reach about 1 million people based 
on typical market shares at different travel times 
by train and the environment, according to 
estimates from SJ, the government-owned 
passenger train operator in Sweden. The Action 
contributes to less delays, higher assessibility and 
possibilities to handle more and heavier goods. 
The East Coast Line would allow an increase 
from 70 to well over 200 trains a day. For 
example, between Sundsvall and Stockholm the 
trip would be two instead of four hours. A double-
track line can support faster passenger (250 km/h), heavier and longer freight trains.     
 

Table 1: Expected travel time gains 

 
The shorter travel times will help bring the already expanding cities along the east coast closer together, thereby 
expanding the area where people work and in turn change how they do business. The East Coast Line shall be 
robust and safe, with minimal risk of disruptions and high reliability for train traffic. The number of passenger 
trains on the Gävle-Sundsvall route is expected to increase significantly in the coming years. Figure 3 illustrates 
calculations on the change in the number of trains from 2018 to 2030.  The newly built meeting station in 
Dingersjö will be part of the future double track. 
 
The significantly increased capacity makes it easier for the rail line to handle many more trains and decrease the 
number of delays. More efficient rail transport provides a powerful alternative to road freight, with a far lower 
carbon footprint. In order to meet all aspects of the transport policy objective, rail and maritime transport must 
take a greater share of transport work and, above all, a large part of the growth of transport work by 2050. The 
reliability of the transport system throughout the country requires further development. 
 
Northern Sweden has a significant tourism industry with further potential for expansion. More and more 
Europeans are interested in exploring Sweden’s unique landscape. The East Coast Line passes several tourist 
destinations in northern Sweden, such as the High Coast, the world's highest coastline. With the new double 
track, speed and capacity increase, a potential to attract even more European tourists to these destinations. The 
New East Coast Line would make possible faster travel to the Swedish mountains in both the north and west of 
the country. 
 

Completion of the Global Project 
The government's desire to increase the opportunities for cross-border traffic for both passenger and freight 
traffic is fully in line with the European agreement on a common transport system, the TEN-T, and its regulation. 
Sweden has decided, in accordance with the EU regulation establishing a European transport system, by 
upgrading highly congested sections with double tracks and equipping the Swedish railway system with ERTMS.  
 
On March 23, 2017, Trafikverket was commissioned by the Government to draw up proposals for the national 
overall transport plan for development of the transport system for the period 2018-2029. The plan is based on 
transport policy goals, innovative solutions for strengthening competitiveness and sustainable development.  
 
A double track all the way from Gävle to Sundsvall would remove the bottleneck, increase freight capacity 
through higher axle loads of 25 tons, radically shorten travel time, reduce noise and improve safety by 
decreasing the barrier effect. Expanding the 220 kilometres long single-track railway to a double-track railway 
would allow for an increase from 70 trains a day to over 200, integrating it fully with the already existing state-of-
the-art Bothnia line to the north of Sweden. By building this double-track railway, people will be able travel in a 
safely, reliably, and environmentally friendly manner. A sustainable rail network will help to connect the extensive 
east coast north of Stockholm to the rest of Europe. Several new meeting stations, partly co-financed by CEF 
and TEN-T, have been built in recent years to increase capacity. Double track overall East Coast Line would 
provide a reliable and safe way of delivering goods to the rest of Europe, vital for the future growth of the 

Relation Type of train Travel time today Expected travel time after 
extension to double-track 

Stockholm-Sundsvall Fast train ~3h 35 min ~ 2h 

Sundsvall-Gävle Fast train ~2h 10 min ~ 1h 

Sundsvall-Gävle Regional train ~2h 10 min ~ 1h 



European economy. And at the same time relieving the E4 highway of over 1500 carbon dioxide emitting trucks 
— every day. The goal is to have the railway completed by 2032. 
 
The goal is to accelerate government approval for double-track between Gävle and Sundsvall on the East Coast 
Line to be open in 2028. The Swedish Government has in the National Transport Plan for 2018-2029 dedicate € 
1 648 million for investment in eleven different upgrading projects on the East Coast Line between Stockholm 
and Sundsvall. The major part of the investment would be carried out between Sundsvall C - Dingersjö, 
estimated to cost about € 230 million. The four-track railway between Stockholm and Uppsala at an estimated 
cost of € 675 Million and double-track on the section Gävle-Kringlan to an estimated cost of € 500 (the railway 
study is part-financed by CEF in 2018). The Action applies to studies on this route. It is of the outmost strategic 
importance on the regional, national and European level to meet market demands for fast, reliable, low-emission 

and high-capacity transport along the Bothnian 
corridor.   
 
Table 2 The subproject of the Global project and the 
result in length in km by building new double track 

 
Since the entire route is 220 km, Trafikverket 
divides the upgrade to double track into sections 
and stages that are possible / reasonable to 
carry out within a given time frame. Thereafter, 
decisions are made on financing the government 

in future National Transport Plans.Construction of a new meeting station at Dingersjö has been broken out into a 
separate project. Each extended section will contribute to shortening travel times and to a more robust railway 
with minimal risk of disruption. It enables increased travel and transport by rail and for a positive societal 
development. 
   
The European added-value 
The Bothnian Corridor, including the East Coast Line, is a vital part of the TEN-T core network to secure the 
EU’s future transports of raw material and its connection to the Arctic region. The TEN-T regulation stipulates 
that the trans-European transport network shall strengthen the social, economic, and territorial cohesion of the 
Union and contribute to the creation of a single European transport area. The Corridor create an important 
fundamental structure for the European transport system for the transport of crucial raw materials and other 
refined products to the European market. This extended corridor would greatly enhance trans-national goods 
flows within the EU and to/from the EU. Short lead times, high-precision, low emissions and flexible transports 
are of utmost importance to maintain the attractiveness of the Bothnian Corridor and the East Coast line. The 
East Coast Line is an important economic artery for the critical supply of iron ore and forest products from 
northern Sweden to Europe. Some 90 percent of the European Union’s total production of iron ore is extracted in 
northern Sweden. Sweden is the leading supplier of gold and the second largest of silver, lead and copper in 
Europe. Some 80 percent of Swedish paper and pulp production is exported to the rest of Europe. The East 
Coast rail line passes through a number of cities which are home to some of Sweden’s most prominent 
industries such as Sandvik, SCA Graphics, Iggesund Paperboard, and BillerudKorsnäs. As a considerable part 
of the EU´s supply of primary goods originates from industry in northern Europe, strong economic growth in 
Northern Europe has a significant impact on the European Union economy. 
 
Together with the ports of Sundsvall and Gävle, the Global project creates a strong cross-border link, primarily 
for freight transport. The expansion of electrified railway connections between the East Coast Line and the ports 
(the port line to the port of Gävle is electrified with CEF financing) entails an efficient connection to the railway 
network in Sweden and creates increased conditions for sustainable, safe and efficient logistics services. The 
ports of Sundsvall and Gävle are important links in the global logistics chain where shipping, rail and road 
transport meet, which also promotes the regions' growth and development. From the port of Gävle, wood and 
steel are transported while raw materials for industry come in. About ten train sets and 300 trucks arrive daily 
and 900 ships call the port each year, about 6 million tons of goods are handled. In Sundsvall, a new station 
wagon terminal is being built adjacent to the port, a new container quay and electrification of the railway to the 
port as well as investment in the industries located in the area. 
                                                                                                                      
Problems and needs 
The single-track East Coast Line between Gävle and Sundsvall is a weak spot in the Swedish railway network. 
This is one of the longest and most heavily congested stretches of railway in Sweden. One of its main challenges 
has always been how to overcome the long distances. The current East Coast Line has steep inclinations and 
sharp curves, limiting cargo weights and low speed, which leads to frequent delays. This is one of the reasons 
why many companies prefer the use of other transport methods such as trucks and semi-trailers. The East Coast 
Line was extended to double track between Stockholm and Uppsala as early as in 1906. Since 2017, the line  
has been equipped with four-tracks between Stockholm and Arlanda. North of Gävle, the line still consists of 

Sub-project New railway 
section (km) 

Existing railway 
section (km) 

Gävle-Axmartavlan 39 37 

Axmarstavlan-Ljusne 26 29 

Ljusne-Enånger 39 39 

Enånger -Långsjön 36 42 

Långsjön-Länsgräns 37 42 

Länsgräns -Dingersjö 14 16 

Dingersjö-Sundsvall 14 15 



single track with lower speed. The system is extremely sensitive to disruption: a short delay somewhere along 
the route tends to accumulate and worsen. This may affect train traffic in other parts of the railway system. Over 
the past 10 years, traffic on the East Coast Line has almost doubled, which has contributed to a constantly 
growing capacity shortage. The possibility of developing today's railway system is very limited.  Although 
capacity-enhancing measures have been taken in recent years, the East Coast Line between Sundsvall and 
Gävle is heavily congested in terms of capacity. The north of Sweden is a large provider of natural resources to 
Europe. Sweden is a world leader in the production of iron. Each day, the equivalent of the steel of one Eiffel 
Tower is shipped to manufacturers in countries all over the continent. Sweden is heavily depending on its export 
industry. The East Coast Line forms the backbone for transport of forestry and industrial products with a 
catchment area that covers the northern part of Sweden. Sweden is an export-dependent country that is largely 
dependent on communications to and through our closest neighbours.  
 
The traffic situation in the Gävle-Sundsvall section is complicated. Three different types of trains with different 
speed limits are using the track, fast trains, regional trains and freight trains. Mixed traffic results in a traffic 
structure with large speed differences and major and growing capacity problems. The estimated maximum 
permissible speed for the regional trains is 200 km/h, 250 km/h for high-speed trains and 100 - 160 km/h for 
freight trains. Robust traffic systems with safe delivery times are an important prerequisite for the industry to be 
able to deliver its products without costly inventory. The East Coast railway line has today difficult to respond to 
the industry's need for long-distance transports in a robust transport system. 
 
Objectives 
The main objective for the East Coast Line is to be the best transport alternative in the northern Sweden by 
offering good accessibility for citizens and the business community as well as ensuring fast, sustainable and 
reliable transports. The special project goals for the extension of the East Coast Line between Gävle and 
Sundsvall are:  

 To be a functioning part of the Bothnian Corridor with a competitive business community in northernmost 
Europe and increase capacity on the railway link between Sundsvall-Gävle-Uppsala-Stockholm. 

 Achieving climate goals by increasing the competitiveness of the railways and increase the railway share 
(low carbon emissions and energy efficient).  

 Create accessibility to strategic target points such as hospitals, universities / colleges, authorities, shopping 
centres and major leisure and cultural facilities both within and outside the region. 

 High punctuality, railway safety and no interference. 

 Increased capacity and robustness and competitiveness and a well-functioning port and industrial connection  

 Be designed with concern to the environment and adapted to the surrounding landscape, urban environment, 
housing environment and health. 

 Improve safety by decrease of barrier effect and level crossing. 

 Increase the capacity to higher axle loads, 25 tons, trains up to 1000 m and speed up to 250 km/h. 
 
Timetable 
The Global project, the section between Gävle and Sundsvall on the East Coast Line will be developed during 
the period 2018-2029. 
 
Costs 
Double-track on the section Gävle-Sundsvall is estimated to € 790 million. Following sections of the Global 
project are financed in the National plan 2018-2029. See Annex 2 in this application. 

1. Section Gävle – Kringlan (Axmartavlan) (39 km), € 500 million. 
2. Dingersjö meeting station (3 km), € 57 million  
3. Sundsvall – Dingersjö (14 km), € 230 million  

 
The section Sundsvall-Dingersjö and Gävle – Kringlan/ Axmartavlan is sections that has been funded in National 
Transport Plan 2018-2029. 
 
Associated stakeholders 
Trafikverket is responsible for the development, operation and maintenance of the state railway network. 
Associated stakeholders for the Action are both the municipalities along the East Coast Line, as well as the 
inhabitant, visitors and the industries in the northern part of Sweden.  
 
Management structure 
For ongoing sections on the East Coast Line, there are separate organisations and project managers 
established.  
Stakeholder: Trafikverket 
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Figure 4: The connection between the Scan-Med corridor and the Action.   

 

 

1.2. Financial information about the global project 

SOURCES OF FUNDING/FINANCING Financial contribution (€) 

1. CEF Transport financing 2 376 501 

2. Applicant's own resources       

3. EIB loan       

4. Other loans       

5. State budget(s) 777 770 255 

6. Regional/local budget(s)       

7. Income generated by the global project       

8. Other EU grants (e.g. TEN-T, Marco Polo II, ESIF, FP7, H2020, etc.) 9 853 244 

9. Other sources       

Total 790 000 000 

 
2. DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED ACTION 

2.1. General description of the proposed Action, including needs and objectives 

(consistent with the application form part A1) 

The Action: Construction document for the section Sundsvall-Dingersjö on the East Coast Line  
Start: 2021-04-01  End: 2023 -06-30   Costs: € 4 753 000 
Problem addressed: Removing a major bottleneck in the Swedish main railway network 
Stakeholder: Trafikverket the Municipalities of Sundsvall  

 
 

The Scope of the proposed Action and the Global Project  
In order to increase capacity on the East Coast Line, one of Sweden's busiest railway tracks, expansion to  
double track is planned in stages, where the route between Sundsvall and Dingersjö (the Action) is one. The 
measure includes the development of a railway plan / project planning document for double tracks, construction 
documents and tender documents for construction works between Dingersjö and Sundsvall C. The Action 
includes double tracks in 14 km supplemented with meeting stations in Stockvik and Kvissleby. A more detailed 
description of the East Coast Line and the different stages can be found in question 1. The different stages are 
also shown on the map next to this, Figure 4. Also, in Figure 4 describes the connections between the Scan-Med 
corridor, the Bothnian Corridor, the Global project and the Action. 
The figure below shows where in the process the Action is at the date of submission on March 22, 2021.  

 
This is the third last step before an agreement with the contractor for the construction work of the railway is 
signed. The planning process follows Trafikverket’s planning process for major investment projects. 

Figure 5: Description of where in the planning- and construction process 
the Action is at present 



Figure 6: The state of play in The Global project.   

An expansion of the double track between Dingersjö and Sundsvall C is a partial investment in a future double 

track between Sundsvall and Gävle (the Global project), a quality-enhancing measure. Together with the new 
meeting station in Dingersjö and Sundsvall provides increased capacity for both more passenger and freight 
trains. It also provides better connections to industries along the track. 
 
The travel time between Sundsvall C and Dingersjö is today 9 min and should in the future be 5 min, which 
nearly halves the travel time and together with the rest of the expansion to double tracks on the East Coast Line, 
it is of great importance for punctuality. 
 
The Bothnian Corridor is the northernmost part of the Scan-Med corridor, freight arteries for raw materials and 
goods from northern Scandinavia through Norrland and to southern Sweden and to the EU. Thus, the double 
track is needed to increase the capacity of the railway and provide the conditions for sustainable and 
environmentally friendly transport on the whole Bothnian Corridor. The Action and then the following construction 
to double track contributes to the demand for faster and interference-free communication, at the beginning in the 
Sundsvall area, but on the whole East Coast Line when all sub-project to build double track from Gävle to 
Sundsvall is finished.  
 
Completion of the Action  
The first step towards realization of upgrading of the railway 
to double-track between Gävle and Sundsvall was taken 
when the Swedish government included the section 
Sundsvall-Dingersjö in the National plan for the transport 
system for the period 2018-2029. The plan is valid for 12 
years and finances parts of the studies required to build a 
railway project to be able to start. See Annex 2. 
 
The Government's National plan contains SEK 622.5 billion 
in total for the years 2018 -2029. For the Sundsvall region, 
all planned infrastructure investments are included in the 
plan. These are investments of more than SEK 5 billion to 
realize a new travel centre, expansion of the railway 
connections, The first stage of the double track Sundsvall – 
Dingersjö and refurbishment of E4. 
 
The Government's investment in the Sundsvall region clearly 
shows that the region needs a new infrastructure to meet the 
great needs of the future. The County Administrative Board 
of Västernorrland has decided that the construction of 
double track can be assumed to have a significant 
environmental impact.The decisions are dated 2010-08-30 
and 2020-12-09. The County Administrative Board has also 
issued a special opinion on significant environmental impact 
for water activities (no. 531-6741-17). It is important that the 
measures taken, as far as possible, are adapted to the 
surrounding environment and throughout the work. 
Trafikverket shall conduct dialogue with authorities, the 
public and industry. An expansion of the double track 
between Dingersjö and Sundsvall is a partial investment in a future double track between Sundsvall and Gävle, a 
quality enhancing measure. The design should be run with a strong focus on buildability.For the environmental 
management, a plan will be developed which is the basis for controlling the works. The assignment includes 
drawing up a complete basis for information in accordance with Section 10 of the regulatory authority on the 
basis of the sampling of contaminated land / water. 
 
A railway project must be planned according to a process governed by laws. Se question 5.2 in this application. 
A railway plan is legally binding and a prerequisite for the future work. A project design document develops the 
design described in the railway investigation regarding design of technical systems and construction and is a part 
of a complete railway plan. It includes description and preparation of all essential functional, technical, economic, 
environmental engineering, architectural and organisational solutions of the project. It will be used in continued 
planning and construction. The Construction documents contain mainly of technical descriptions with 
requirements relating to the railway’s function. The Construction documents serve as a basis for the construction 
work and also contain requirements for cautionary and protective measures and as well a tender 
documentation for procurement of the construction work. The project will be designed together with 
Reconstruction of the old E4 (now named road 562) and coordinated with the adjacent projects Travel hub 
Sundsvall and Dingersjö meeting station. Another project on the East Coast Line, Dingersjö Meeting station at 



Njurundabommen, will be completed next year and the 
first part north of on the ongoing project north of Gävle 
on the East Coast Line to be completed.    
 
The railway yard at Sundsvall C will be upgraded in 
stages in the years 2025-2027 (not included in this 
application). The following step on the section Sundsvall 
– Dingersjö after the Action is the construction works. 
The construction works planned to 2024 has to be 
carried out and completed in collaboration with building a 
new combi terminal with connection with the new 
container port.It replaces today's combined terminal in 
central Sundsvall. A combined terminal with 700-meter-
long railway tracks and logistics areas of 
approximately 100,000 square meters is planned in 
the area. 
 
European added value and Contribution to the Global project 
In Question 3.1 the value of Action and the Global project for the development of the transport infrastructure in 
Europe is described. 
 
Justification for EU support and Contribution to the Global project 
The Action together with the Global project is a long-awaited project, as the route long has been, a bottleneck in 
the Swedish rail network between Stockholm and Sundsvall, which is part of the Bothnian corridor on the  
Scan-Med corridor. The Action together with the next step, construction works provides increased capacity for 
freight train, (longer and heavier train and higher speed), regional expansion, better connection both southwards 
and northwards and reduces vulnerability in the rail system. The Action and The Global Project have the same 
scope. 
 
The East Coast Line is a very important link in Sweden's railway system, both for national and regional 
passenger transport as well as for international freight traffic that comes by boat to the ports along the Bothnian 
corridor. Here, most rail transport from Central Europe is transported via Germany to the south and from Russia 
and Eastern Europe via Helsinki to the east. This section of the East Coast Line is important for business in the 
Nordic region and for competition with other EU countries. However, it is also important for people who live and 
work in the smaller municipalities. Capacity increase is necessary in order to improve the quality of transport and 
enable an increase in rail transport. Without this capacity expansion, a major bottleneck on the East Coast Line 
will prevent the full use of other major infrastructure investments, such as in ports. 
 
By adapting the East Coast Line between Sundsvall and Dingersjö for passenger traffic and improving the 
accessibility of freight traffic, the project contributes to the removal of a bottleneck in the Scandinavian-
Mediterranean corridor and is in line with: ”COMMISSION IMPLEMENTING DECISION of 16.10.2019 amending 
Implementing Decision C (2014) Establishing a Multi-Annual Work Program for financial assistance in the field of 
Connecting Europe Facility (CEF) -Transport sector for the period 2014-2020”. 
 
The Global Project and the Action is a project of common interest by: 

 Address the four objectives for TEN-T categories set out in Article 4 (Se 3.2) in TEN-T Regulation (EU) No 
1315/2013 

 Address measures to reach in Article 7.2 a and c, Regulation (EU) No 1316/2013 

 Be eligible for Union financial assistance under the instruments available for the trans-European transport 
network.  

 Trafikverket’s planning process 
 
The new double track will be designed in a way that is adapted to the requirements of a good living environment 
and minimizes the impact on Natura 2000 sites, national interests, residential areas and nature reserves. The 
double track will help to ensure punctuality and robustness in the railway system. This new double track will also 
be designed to allow the development of the industry in the area. 
 
Problems and needs 
The single-track line has steep slopes and sharp curves, which limits load weights and speed, which in turn 
causes many delays. All these disruptions cause the industry great financial damage. This lack of capacity 
creates competitive disadvantages for the vital industry in northern Sweden and constitutes serious obstacles to 
the delivery of raw materials and refined goods to Europe's industrial market. This is one of the reasons why 
many companies prefer to use other transportation alternatives such as trucks and semi-trailers. The large 
proportion of road transport has a negative impact on the environment. Although capacity-enhancing measures 

Figure 7: Map where the railway station and combi 
terminal are marked 

 



have been taken in recent years, the East Coast Line between Sundsvall and Gävle is heavily congested with 
remaining capacity deficiencies. Despite new high-speed trains introduced in 1996, travel time has become 
longer due to congestion on the track. More stops for oncoming trains lead to slower traffic. The travel time along 
the East Coast Line between Gävle and Sundsvall is today 20-25 minutes longer and between Stockholm and 
Sundsvall the travel time is 40 minutes longer compared to the situation in 2000. The system is extremely 
sensitive to disturbances and a short delay somewhere along the road tends to accumulate. 
 
Objectives 
An overall goal is to adapt the design of and technical solutions for the railway facility to the knowledge that 
emerges in the EIA. All changes made to the East Coast Line are also implemented with the aim of reducing 
energy use and carbon dioxide emissions in a life cycle perspective. The goal of the finished facility is that 
maintenance and troubleshooting can be performed in an efficient manner and that the environmental and work 
environment takes place in the right way. 
 
The objectives for the Action are almost the same as for the Global Project. The main and measurable objectives 
defined in the choice of alternative study are listed in table 3. These goals form the basis for all three studies 
included in the Action as well as in subsequent construction of the double track. 
 
Table 3: Objectives  

Main Objectives Indicators – Measurable  

Sub-objectives 

Means of verification 

Development and 
implementation of innovative 
safety technology 

 New ERTMS equipment on the new double 

track 

 

 Inspection 

Introduction of new services  The new tracks will be customized for train 
length up to 1000 m and for 250 km/h 

Completed 
studies/construction 
documents  

Harmonisation of 
signalisation 

 New ERTMS equipment on the new double 
track 

Implementation plan for 
ERTMS 

Increased interoperability 
through increased freight 
transport by train, reduced 
travel time and increased 
commuting  

 The travel time between Sundsvall C and 
Dingersjö will be 5 minutes and 15 seconds 

 Through railway connections to larger 
industries, larger volumes of goods will be 
transported by train 

CBA 
Measurements 
Connection to new freight yard 
in Sundsvall C ready 

Increased capacity for both 
passenger rail traffic as well 
as freight traffic 
 

 Two parallel main tracks 

 Two overtaking tracks  

 Less number of delays 

 Reduced number of times congestion 
occurs 

 Straighter tracks without curves 

 The connection to the industrial track to 
Nouryon Surface Chemistry AB shall 
remain 

Measurements 

Increased traffic safety and 
increased quality of life for 
nearby residents 

 All intersections between road and rail are 
rebuilt into level crossings 

 Noise protection is being built on properties 
along a new track 

 

Completed 
studies/construction 
documents  
Policy documents and audits 
Measurements 

Improved accessibility  More freight trains on the track 

 Expansion of regional commuter traffic 

 Shorter transport and travel times 

 Better connections to the industry 

Completed 
studies/construction 
documents 
 

Improved sustainability  The service life of a new double track must 
be 100 years 

 Reduce the climate impact by at least 30 
percent 

 

CBA 
Completed 
studies/construction 
documents 
Periodic inspection of the 
status of the railway 



 
Current state of play 
The current situation for the extension to a double track between Gävle and Sundsvall (the Global Project) and 
the Action (Sundsvall C – Dingersjö) is as follows:  

 The section Gävle-Stockholm was equipped with a double track in 2017  

 For the Action: procurement regarding a railway plan, project design  
     documents and construction documents are ongoing. An implementation agreement for the project will be 

developed in cooperation with the municipality 

 For the section Gävle-Kringlan, work with the railway plan Gävle Kringlan is in progress  

 New track is being built from Gävle C to Gävle harbour with new connection to the freight rail in Gävle. The 
railway plan is completed and approved and the construction works is to begin 

 New meeting tracks south of Sundsvall in Njurunda are completed. The double-track meeting station was 
opened for traffic around in October/November 2020 

 Development of a railway plan for Sundsvall station is running in parallel with the Action 
 
Technical description 
The Action contains of railway plan, project design documents and construction documents for new doubletrack 
between Sundsvall and Dingersjö. The construction documents form the basis for the procurement of contractors 
for the construction stage of the project. In this project there are no alternative terrain corridors to be studied.  
When planning the new double-track railway, the following technical solutions must be considered: 

 14 km long railway 

 Passage of burial mound in Nolby (national interest)  

 930 m long railway tunnel through Vapelberget. The limited length of the tunnel means that the tunnel 
directive does not need to be considered 

 The tunnel ends on a 300-meter-long bridge with four spans 

 Launch of a railway bridge over a four-lane road, E4 

 Support construction at the bridge's southern bridge assembly 

 Speed of 250 km/h 
 
Bypass tracks will also be built and placed so that heavy trains can start in both directions. At the southern end, 
the new double track will connect to the double track section built in the Dingersjö project. At the northern end, 
the new double track will connect to the double track section built in the Sundsvall project. Meeting tracks must 
be able to handle 750 m long trains at a speed of 40 km / h, in addition to track 1 in Stockvik, which must be able 
to handle 590 m long trains. In Stockvik, industrial tracks connect to Nouryon Surface Chemistry AB. 

 
 
 
In the Action, three changes will be done referring to the terrain corridor in the studied in the feasibility study: 

1. The terrain corridor will be extended by the distance from Skönsmon to Sundsvall railway yard.  
2. The planned tunnel at Stockvik the corridor needs to be extended. 
3. The design of the railway shall be carried out to enable a future stop in Kvissleby. The design shall be 

Completion of the double 
track according to 
Trafikverket's planning- and 
construction process 

 Completion of railway plan, EIA and project 
design document according to schedule 

 Established construction documents ready 
for procurement 

 Constructions works starts 2024 
 

Signed contracts with 
contractor for the construction 
Completed 
studies/construction 
documents approved by the 
project manager 
 

Development of analytical framework for assessment of PPP arrangements 
and completion of feasibility study to assess PPP as an alternative financing 
mechanism 

The main source of financing 
infrastructure in Sweden is 
through the national budget 

Figure 8 Master map double-track Sundsvall – Dingersjö 



coordinated with the design of the project "Rebuilding the old E4". 
 

Traffic requirements during the construction phase are that existing normal main tracks should be able to be 
operated and be accessible for heavy special transport. The Action includes clarifying and accounting for rock 
technical conditions that may affect the project as well as producing complete documents for permit rye, 
notifications and exemptions as follows: 

 One (1) permit application for water removal activities for the removal of groundwater for tunnelling including 
disposal of the same water.  

 One (1) notification of water activities, including beach protection exemption, comprehensive planned 
measures in 3 watercourses. 

 
Information modelling with BIM gives the project the conditions to work with object-oriented design. 
 
Environment  
The municipality of Sundsvall has two designated areas of interest for cultural heritage conservation in the 
feasibility study area, Svartvik-Hemmanet (Svartviks Church) and Skönsmon. The environmental challenge 
of the Action is design and technical specifications for construction of the drilling tunnel of 930 meters and 
handling of water masses in connection with this. The construction of a tunnel means that large volumes of 
blasted rock abound after the explosions which requires land for storage of the masses during the construction 
period. Mass handling can also create some noise. Also, that groundwater is diverted away, which may affect 
rock-drilled well. The County Administrative Board has decided that soil masses with content at risk of spreading 
invasive species must not be used in the railway area. During the field inventory, no object was found that was 
judged to have a high or highest natural value, but special consideration must be given to; 
 

 The wildlife in the area. Passages for medium-sized mammals will be created in the work of designing a new  
      double track. 

 The stock of trout in the nearby stream, Vapelbäcken 
 
Safety 
Security is increased by ensuring that all level crossings along 
the route are closed and replaced by level crossings or traffic 
diversions and by introducing ERTMS level 2. There is a need 
for additional geotechnical studies and possibly stability - and 
measurement calculations.  
 
Activities and Costs  
The Project is carried out as a turnkey contract. The construction 
is planned to start 2024. The costs for the Action are secured by 
the applicant’s (Trafikverket) own resources through public 
funding, which is the common way of financing the national 
infrastructure in Sweden. The Action is approved and included in 
the Swedish National plan for the Infrastructure 2018-2029. The 
National plan covers a 12-year period and is updated every four 
years.  
 
The planning process in Sweden and where the Action is at 
present, is described in Section 2.1, figure 6.  The financing 
process is somewhat different, where each step is financed first 
when the preceding step is finished or on its way to finish. The 

total cost for the Action is estimated at € 4.75 Million. The cost of 
the Activities in the Action is given in the table below. Exchange 
rate January 2021, 1 Euro= 10,0568 SEK 

 
Table 4: Activities in the Action Exchange rate January 2021 = 1 EUR = 10.0568 SEK (Values in k€)  

 

Activities Start Ends Costs  

       
2021               2022               2023              Total 

1.Project Design Document, 
section Dingersjö - Sundsvall C 

2021-04-01 2022-02-15 358        358 

2. Railway plan and EIA 2021-04-01 2022-02-15 955 229   1 183 

3. Construction documents 2021-07-01 2023-06-30 298 2 317 597 3 212 

Total budget     1 611 2 546 597 4 753 

Figure 9: The dashed areas are national 
interests of a different nature. 



 
Milestones  
Table 5: Milestones in the Action 

 
Risks 
A number of risk factors that may affect the timetable are: 

 Public comments and the possibility of appeal as accessibility will be affected during the construction period. 
The new railway will cross existing railway 4 times. 

 There will be traffic impact once the track has been straightened, as roads will be diverted in a new direction. 

 Water assessment is required as the groundwater is lowered during the tunnel construction. Also issues of 
water management when streams are led. 

 Geotechnical discoveries during the project. 

 Installation of ERTMS. 
 
Management structure 
See question 6.3 Organisation. 
 
Stakeholders 
Projects of this size have a huge impact on society and affect and involve a great number of stakeholders, at the 
local, regional and national lever. To name a few businesses, land and property owners, local and  
regional municipalities, state authorities, national governing entities and finally the public are important 
stakeholders in the projects.   
 
Expected results, deliverables and outputs 
The result of Action and upcoming construction of double tracks with speeds up to 250 km / h between Dingersjö 
- Sundsvall gives shortened travel time to 5 min 15 sec instead of 9 minutes today. A facility designed for 
increased capacity and a lifespan of 100 years. The double track is supplemented with bypass tracks and 
connecting industrial tracks. The planning of the construction ensures that the existing track can be in operation 
during the construction phase. Traffic safety is increased by replacing all intersections in the level with 
overpasses. The construction work is planned to start 2024. When a complete double track between Gävle and 
Sundsvall is completed, several advantages will be realized, which will not be affected after just expansion of a 
section.  
 
The work with the Action is carried out according to an established process where the facility is designed 
gradually and in consultation with those directly involved, the public, organizations, the municipality, the county 
administrative board and other authorities. During the spring/summer of 2021, Trafikverket plans to invite to 
public consultation meetings where all stakeholders are welcome, leave their input and get answers to their 
questions. The consultation meeting will be announced in the daily press and here on the project's website. 
 
Interdependencies and planning 
A GANTT schedule with the interdependencies for the Action, specified in activities and milestones, is presented 
in Annex Gant chart. 
 

Mile-
stone no 

Description Date 
Action 

no 
Means of verification 

1 
Project Design Document, section 
Dingersjö-Sundsvall C, start meeting 2021-04-01 1 Protocol 

2 Railway Plan and EIA, start meeting 2021-04-01 2 Protocol 

3 
Delivery EIA and Consultation report, 
section Dingersjö- Kubikenborg 2022-02-15 2 

Report delivered to the project 
manager 

4 
Project Design Document, section 
Kubikenborg-Sundsvall C, ready 2022-09-02 1 

Report delivered to the project 
manager 

5 
Request for confirmation, section 
Kubikenborg-Sundsvall C 2022-02-15 2 

Submitted for approval at 
Swedish government authority  

6 Construction document start meeting 2021-07-01 3 Protocol 

7 Construction document 1 2022-08-21 3 
Construction document delivered 
to the project manager 

8 Construction document 2-3 2023-01-31 3 
Construction document delivered 
to the project manager 

9 Construction document 4-5 2023-04-30 3 
Construction document delivered 
to the project manager 

10 Construction document 6 2023-06-30 3 
Construction document delivered 
to the project manager 



 
Independence to other projects 
The project will be designed together with reconstruction of the existing E4 and coordinated with the adjacent 
projects Travel hub Sundsvall and Dingersjö meeting stations. The meeting stations will be completed next year, 
the first part north of Gävle is completed. 
The Action is linked to following ongoing projects: 

   Sundsvall rail yard  

   Sundsvall double track 

   Sundsvall accessibility and travel centre  

   Project Dingersjö meeting station 
 
The aim of the Action is to increase capacity and improve transport quality in the form of shorter travel times and 
reduced risk of delays. Procurement of Railway plan is coordinated with the design of the project "Rebuilding of 
existing E4". The interface between the Action and the rebuilding of road 562 and other railway projects in the 
Sundsvall area will be discussed continuously until the study is completed. 
 
Communication and consultation 
See question 4.3. 

2.2 Contribution of the proposed Action to the global project and expected results 

The special project goals for the extension of the East Coast Line between Gävle and Sundsvall are:  
 

Remove a bottleneck by completing the Global Project, the East Coast Line 
The Swedish railway network has a serious weak spot: the single-track East Coast Line between Gävle and 
Sundsvall. This is one of the longest and most heavily congested stretches of railway in Sweden. It passes 
through a number of cities which are home to some of the nation’s most prominent industries such as Sandvik, 
SCA Graphics, Iggesund Paperboard, and Billerud/Korsnäs. The Action will contribute to the elimination of two 
bottlenecks at a railway corridor of European importance. 
 

To be a functioning part of the Bothnian Corridor with a competitive business community in 
northernmost Europe and increase capacity on the railway link between Sundsvall-Gävle-Uppsala-
Stockholm  
The upgrade to double-track for the railway sections and the activities to increase the capacity and accessibility 
described in the Action is the first step of the upgrading of section Gävle-Sundsvall on the East Coast Line. It is 
of great importance for the freight transports from the industries in the northern part of Sweden to customers in 
southern Sweden and in other parts of Europe and also for regional and long-distance passenger travel. In 
pararell with the construction work in the Action, railway studies are ongoing for other sections of the Global 
Project, the East Coast Line. Double-track on the East Coast Line is crucical for the development of business 
and employment for the growing population of cities along the northeast coast of Sweden. A complete Global 
Project will strongly contribute to the elimination of a bottleneck for freight and passenger transports, increasing 
the railway share of both freight transports and passenger travels. The Action will be essential for improvement 
of the performance of the Bothnian corridor, and the railway connections both to the north and south.  
 

Achieving climate goals by increasing the competitiveness of the railways and increase the railway 
share (low carbon and energy efficient)  
Speed, punctuality, accessibility and convenience are factors that can contribute to more frequent commuting, 
safer freight transport, stronger business, new jobs and new markets. In the long run, this can lead to strong 
regional growth and economic development, which can also have an impact on a national and international level 
through proximity to, among other places, the Stockholm region and the Bothnian Corridor. 
 

The Action will promote growth and employment both within and across regions in a manner that is fully 
consistent with the objectives of sustainable development. A better, more reliable, faster and easier railway link 
will enable people from other parts of the country to work in the region which will have a positive effect on 
employment. Furthermore, as the use of railway transport is made more attractive and energy conservation is 
attained which will have a positive effect on climate changes. Increased use of railways also makes the goals of 
environmental protection more achievable by leading to the general promotion of sustainable development. 
 

Create accessibility to strategic target points such as hospitals, universities / colleges, authorities, 
shopping centres and major leisure and cultural facilities both within and outside the region 
The railway-specific requirements - requirements for aesthetic design, floor plan, accessibility, safety, energy 
efficiency and technical solutions for tracks, tunnels and bridges. It will also contribute to make the city regions 
more attractive to investors and residents by improving accessibility and provision of an intermodal and efficient 
transport system.  
 



 

High punctuality, railway safety and no interference 
A completion of the Global project will also increase punctuality. The East Coast Line should be an attractive 
transport alternative and be designed regarding protected and valuable environments. 
 

Increased capacity and robustness and competitiveness and a well-functioning port and industrial 
connection  
This Action results in increased capacity, safety, improved opportunities for commuting and improvements for 
industrial freight transport. 
 

Be designed concerning the environment and adapted to the surrounding landscape, urban 
environment, housing environment and health 
The section is characterized by its proximity to both the current railway and road E4 (Kustvägen). In many 
locations, the buildings are very close to the railway. Industries also characterize the landscape. It would provide 
a reliable and safe way of delivering goods to the rest of Europe, vital for the future growth of the European 
economy. And at the same time relieving the E4 highway of over 1500 carbon dioxide emitting trucks — every 
day. 
 

Improve safety by decrease of barrier effect and level crossings 
Security is increased by ensuring that all intersections are replaced by level crossings along the route. The 
infrastructure and the trains will be equipped with ERTMS level 2. 
 
Increase the capacity to higher axle loads, 25 tonnes, trains up to 1000 m and speed up to 250 km/h 
One of the goals set by Trafikverket for the Action and the following construction works is to increase the 
capacity to higher axle loads, 25 tonnes, trains up to 1000 m and speed up to 250 km/h. 

 

2.3 Description of the activities of the proposed Action according to the following 

structure, per activity:  

Activity 1    Project Planning Document Sundsvall - Dingersjö 

a) Objective: 
The goal of the project design document is to specify technical systems and materials that constitute the optimal 
solutions for the project's requirements. The documents shall provide a picture of the design, the technical 
installation systems and produce a cost calculation for the construction work. The project's environmental plan 
and work environment plan for the construction phase shall also be produced. The work with the project design 
document follows the main and measurable objectives presented in table 3 in question 2.1. 

 

b) Tasks: 
A project design document is part of the Swedish planning process for development of the transport 
infrastructure and a part of a complete railway plan. The pre-planning confirms the following steps: Fulfilment of 
system requirements, description of the facility, constructability, calculation and required land claims. The project 
design document develops the design described earlier in the railway investigation and then provides further 
details on the chosen solutions regarding design of technical systems and construction. It specifies the 
construction of the railway tracks and stations as well as technical systems based on several investigations, 
inquiries and studies. It includes description and preparation of all essential functional, technical, economic,  
environmental engineering, architectural and organisational solutions of the project. It will be used in continued 
planning and construction. 
 
The contents are to develop requirements for the completed installation and to develop design prerequisites, 
dimensioning criteria etc. for the railway link. The technical systems will be specified, in accordance with 
technical, environmental and traffic requirements. Also, the need and extension of land use for the Action is 
included. The Project design document is included in a complete Railway plan and is established in parallel. The 
railway plan also consists of an Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA). All the three described parts are 
executed in the same contract by one and the same consultant. The coordination, i.e. various subject areas of 
technology (see below), will be handled in an efficient way during the planning. The project manager will 
coordinate, summarise and report the stipulated technical systems and construction requirements as well as 
conditions from the consulting assignments into a systematic requirement database of the project. The project 
manager will also lead coordination meetings concerning issues related to technical systems, construction 
requirements and conditions. Issues concerning construction and technical systems are coordinated in co-
operation with the railway plan including EIA and project design document. These requirements and conditions 
will be applied in both the Project Planning document and the Railway plan. The Planning document must be 
approved before the railway plan is established and becomes final. Approved Project Planning documents form 
the basis for tender documents in accordance with the Public Procurement Act for the construction of the railway. 



 
 
 
The first step in the work with the system document and railway plan is to get approval from the government that 
the project can be started. The Action has received such approval from the government.            
  

The planning process is following the definition” typical case 3” in Trafikverket's planning process, i.e. when there 
are no alternative railway corridors on the section according to the feasibility study.   
     

 Railway Tunnel                                                                                  

 930 m long 

 Solution for the passage at Vapelnäs where the rock cover is low. 
The building technical conditions for building a tunnel are good, see rock technical drawings below. Further 
investigations must be carried out in the area to clarify the conditions for the future tunnel. 

 
13 Railway bridges 

 10 bridges shall be constructed according to the standard model in Trafikverket. 

 3 span bridges of different length and in different natural environments. 

 The bridges must be able to handle passing trains at a speed of 250 km. 
 
Also, the Project planning document contains separate dynamic calculations for each bridge. 
Management structure – There is an organisation set for the whole Action. See question 2.1. 
Stakeholder -Trafikverket 

 

c) Output/results: 
A project design document shows as described above how the technical design of the railway. The Project 
design documents lead to identifying the opportunities, limitations and risks that exist with the project. 
Furthermore, cost calculations for the project will be presented. It can be both about what the cost of different 
systems, but also what the operating cost will be. The Project design documents include also specifications for 
the procurement and production. The output is a complete project design document, approved by the project 
manager and done due to the time frame. 

 

Figure 11: Tunnel between Svartvik and Stockvik         

Figure 10: Drawing of the section Sundsvall C-Dingersjö 

Figure 12. Specification of the Tunnel          



d) Duration: 
Start: 2021-04-01                                  Ends: 2022-09-02                                     Costs: € 358 000 

Milestones 
Table 6: Milestones in activity 1 

No  Date Means of verification 

1 
Project Design Document, section Kubikenborg-
Sundsvall C, start meeting 

2021-04-01 Protocol 

4 
Project Design Document, section Kubikenborg-
Sundsvall C, ready 

2022-09-02 
Project design document handed over 
to the project manager 

 

 

e) Interdependences:  
The project design document is compiled in parallel with the railway plan and EIA (Action 2). When these 
documents have been delivered to Trafikverket, work on construction documents (Action 3) can begin. 

 
Activity 2    Railway Plan and EIA Sundsvall-Dingersjö 

a) Objective: 
The objective of an EIA is to integrate environmental aspects into the railway plan in order to promote 
sustainability. EIA aims to report the impact of the proposed railway and their impact on people and the 
environment. The goal of a railway plan is that the purpose of the railway is achieved with minimum intrusion 
and inconvenience without unreasonable cost and that the established railway plan is approved by the Swedish 
government. The work with the Railway plan and the EIA follows the main and measurable objectives presented 
in table 3 in question 2.1. 

 

b) Tasks: 
Railway plan is developed to give a detailed description of the new section Sundsvall C-Dingersjö. The Railway 
Construction Act requires that a railway plan be drawn up and approved before construction can begin. The 
report sets out the conditions for the work on road and rail planning. The report is applied internally in 
Trafikverket for handling the planning process. When the plan is complete, it must be exhibited, to give the public 
possibilities to submit comments and appeals. The railway plan is carried out in co-ordination with the Sundsvall 
municipality detailed development plan. Furthermore, the main scope is to deliver a complete Railway for 
approval by the Swedish Government. 
 
Following focus areas and boundaries have been identified in the early stage of the project.  
Focus areas, i.e. areas to be handled with care: 
 

Delimitations, i.e. areas not to be affected by the new 
railway: 

 Noise  Reindeer husbandry 

 Barrier effects, passages  Water source operations 

 Landscape image  Air 

 Natural environment – wildlife  Natura 2000 
 
Technical description of the work with the Railway Plan 
The Railway Plan assignments are divided in installation components within geographic areas. The content of 
the assignment is to define and provide an account of the installation complying with the formulated 
requirements. This includes the protective measures that are needed with due consideration to the impact on the 
surrounding area. The Railway plan document develops the design outlined earlier in the railway investigation 
and localisation study and gives further details about the chosen solutions concerning design of the construction 
and implying the need and extension of the project’s land use. It specifies the construction of the railway tracks in 
the section Sundsvall-Dingersjö and its location in detail based on several investigations, inquiries and studies. It 
also describes and prepares how to handle the land use availability and possible land acquisition. Also, the 
impact and consequences on railway traffic, travelling, environment, risk and security are described. It includes 
preparation of implementation as well as all essential functional, technical, economic, environmental measures, 
architectural and organisational solutions of the project. It will be used in continued planning and construction. A 
more in-depth going Environmental Impact Assessment than in the localisation study will be carried out as a part 
of the railway plan including exhibitions and consultations with parties concerned giving opportunities for 
transparency and influence. Today's railway between Dingersjö and Sundsvall is curvy and needs to be 
straightened, which makes it possible for two new tracks that can handle the trains running at 250 km / h. The 
railway plan will state how much land is needed for the railway facility. The affected property that is needed will 
be redeemed and replaced. An impartial valuer assesses the property's market value or market value reduction. 
 
EIA 
Issues to be handled in the Environment Impact assessment (EIA) for the Action is the environmental aspects 
and impacts of the Action. In the overall assessment, the aspects have been sorted into four focus areas; 



climate, landscape, health and quality of life and resources available 
to people. The EIA document is a formal decision basis that 
provides guidance in the choice of alternatives and for the 
determination of the railway plan. The figure to the right shows the 
cornerstones of EIA. The steps are adapted to the needs of the 
current planning stage. All relevant prerequisites and conditions 
concerning environment and surroundings will be investigated, 
clarified, described and specified. These specifications will be used 
as a basis for the formulation of the requirements in order to keep 
the installation’s overall impacts within the set prerequisites. Results 
from the earlier Railway investigation and the localisation study will 
be complemented by results and findings from further environmental 
investigations, inquiries and studies. This will form an important and 
crucial input in the construction plan and the construction works. The 
activity will investigate, clarify and describe the following subject 
areas: 
The results and findings from the subject areas above and the earlier  

 
Railway study will also form a basis to develop a framework and method to the Environmental Impact 
Assessment (EIA)process of the Railway plan. The activity will be both controlling and supporting the future 
contractors in that legislation must be met as the Environmental code and the Heritage Conservation Act. 
Consultation is carried out and contributes for good quality in the EIA. To ensure that knowledge, views and 
values are utilized in a proper way. Trafikverket has the formal responsibility for consultation. Consultations 
conducted are documented in a consultation report describing all consultations that have been held and with 
whom, what views have been expressed and how these have been taken care of. The County Administration 
Board approves the EIA document based on the Environmental Law before the report or plan is presented. The 
special conditions to be illustrated in the EIA for section Sundsvall C - Dingersjö are the choice of design and 
working method is crucial for constructing of the railway track in the area near the water supply. Before the 
railway plan is announced and consultations are carried out, an uncertainty analysis is made of the cost 
calculation according to the successive principle. 
 
Special environmental conditions for double track Sundsvall-Dingersjö are the following: 

 Construction of a tunnel that involves the handling of blasted masses that involve access to land during the 
construction period. 

 The extended surfaces can cause disturbances in the form of noise / frame noise for a number of properties. 

 The extended areas include stretches within a partially unaffected area and proximity to homes. Within the 
expanded areas, there are natural, cultural and outdoor values that may be negatively affected by future 
planning. 

 The extended surfaces can cause disturbances in the form of noise / frame noise for a number of properties. 

 Diversion of groundwater could affect drilled wells. 
 

During the winter and spring, Trafikverket will carry out a vibration investigation which, among other things, 
means that measurements on residential buildings will be performed. Information letters about the 
measurements will be sent out successively to affected property owners. The County Administrative Board has 
also issued a special opinion on significant environmental impact for water activities (no. 531-6741-17). 
 
Management structure – See question 2.1. 
Stakeholder -Trafikverket 

 Cultural environment        Air quality  Electromagnetic fields 

 Parks and Natural environment      Excavated material  Product choice and Resources 

 Contaminated areas  Noise and Vibrations  Impact from a socially perspective 

 

c) Output/results: 
The output is a completed railway plan including the EIA within the set schedule, where consultation has been 
carried out in accordance with applicable law and that the completed railway plan has been approved by the 
project manager. Work on the railway plan is done in a process where the facility is designed gradually and in 
consultation with those directly concerned, the public, organizations, the municipality, the county administrative 
board and other authorities. When the railway plan has gained legal force, the Government decides to form the 
railway property. The decision involves, among other things, deciding which areas may be used for the railway, 
the location of the railway tracks and various protection measures. A railway plan that has gained legal force 
gives those who are to build the railway the right to redeem land that is needed permanently for railway 
purposes. The railway plan also gives an obligation to redeem land if the property owner so requests. 

 

Figure 13: The process in the EIA 



d) Duration: 
Start: 2020-04-01                                         Ends: 2022-02-15                            Costs: € 1 183 000 
Milestones 
Table 7: Milestones in activity 2 

No  Date Means of verification 

2 Railway Plan and EIA, start meeting 2021-04-01 Protocol 

3 
Delivery EIA and Consultation report, section Dingersjö- 
Kubikenborg 2022-02-15 

Report delivered to the project 
manager 

5 
Request for confirmation, section Kubikenborg-
Sundsvall C 2022-02-15 

Submitted for approval at 
Swedish government authority 

 

 

e) Interdependences: 
The railway plan provides results to the project design document (see activity 1), and the project planning 
document will give new input to the railway plan. See activity 1 for more information. The Construction 
documents (activity 3) is produced after that complete Railway plan including EIA and project design 
documents. 

 
Activity 3     Construction Documents Sundsvall-Dingersjö 

a) Objective: 
The goal is high-quality construction documents where all aspects of technically safe, environmental aspects 
are taken care of and that set conservation goals are achieved. Another goal of the design document is to 
create a clear and detailed basis from which contractors can start from when calculating the dimensions, 
quantities and costs of contracting the construction works. The work with the Constructions document follows 
the main and measurable objectives presented in table 3 in question 2.1. 

b) Tasks: 
When the railway plan and planning design document is ready, the work with the construction document starts. It 
mainly contains technical descriptions with requirements concerning the function of the railway. It´s the 
documents that govern the construction of the railway and contain drawings, technical descriptions but also 
documents or standards specified in the construction contract. They serve as a basis for the construction work 
and also contain requirements for precautionary measures and protective measures. The construction document 
must be in accordance with the railway plan and system document. Only insignificant deviations are allowed. If 
there are major deviations or changes in the project, it may be necessary to change the plan or to draw up a new 
railway plan. The railway construction documents are divided in seven major technical branches; ground works, 
track, power supply, catenary, signalling, telecommunication and cable-trenching. Technical consultants perform 
detail planning at the request of a client. 

 
The specifications and technical data in the construction documents has to be stored in Trafikverket different 
management systems e.g. BaTMan, BIS, Ebba, BaTMan is Trafikverket's system for managing construction 
works. Buildings is managing in BaTMan (for railways) include Bridge and Tunnel. BIS Railway Information 
System is Trafikverket’s system for storing basic data about the railway facilities, including track geometries. 
Ebba is Trafikverket's system technical documentation. Also, Trafikverket uses the BIM system for handling 
software for design, planning and implementation of construction projects. BIM is a system for 3D simulation, but 
costs and times can also be integrated. This means that several dimensions can be considered. 
 
Technical description  
In the construction documents, the following technical conditions must be handled: 

 Bypass tracks must be placed so that heavy trains can start in both directions without additional time due to 
starting on a slope. 

 All overpass tracks must be designed for 750-meter-long trains. 

 Side tracks should be placed next to detectors, so that any broken carriages can be set aside. 

 Transport of dangerous goods must be possible. 

 New switch positions must be placed on straight tracks. 

 The railway system shall have as many switches as is necessary for a sufficiently flexible railway service. 
 Traffic on the existing track must be able to continue as far as possible during the construction phase. 
 
An agreement has been signed between Trafikverket and the municipality of Sundsvall regarding common 
areas of interest in connection with the rebuilding of the East Coast Line between Dingersjö and Sundsvall and  
the rebuilding of Sundsvall's railway yard. In Annex 3, PM  "Common areas of interest between Trafikverket and 
Sundsvall municipality in connection with the rebuilding of the East Coast line between Dingersjö and Sundsvall 
and the rebuilding of Sundsvall's railway yard" this agreement is described. 



 

c) Output/results: 
The output is clarifying in how the construction document meets the requirements identified in the system 
document and the railway plan and how they shall be handled technically. In some cases, it may be necessary to 
find technical solutions that do not meet the set requirements for the project, but if there is a clear justification, 
this may be the only option. The building documents define the requirements set in three overall investigations: 
requirements from authorities, requirements that are activity-specific and requirements that are railway-specific. 
Requirements for authorities - functional requirements that are formulated in both laws, ordinances and 
regulations. Operation-specific requirements - requirements that are set with the aim that the railway can be 
used in accordance with set goals. 

 

.  
Figure 14: Areas of common interest in connection with rebuilding the railway in municipality of Sundsvall 

 

1. Possible rerouting of road 562 at Nolby 
At Nolby, road 562 passes over the railway. The site is geotechnically complicated with ancient remains in the 
form of a burial mound that must be considered and protected. There are currently two possible solutions that 
will be investigated. 
                                                    A. New road bridge in existing location.     B. New route of V562 

-   Widening of the bridge                          - Construction of a circulation site  
-  Road bridge in new location                   - Raising the road surface 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
Figure 15: Sketch over the alternative solutions for the road pass over the railway 
 

2. New road and GC connection to Hemmanet 
With the expansion to double track, a new connection to the Hemmanet area must 
be created as the existing section of the Serpentine Road cannot be adapted to 
the new railway line. Furthermore, two unattended pedestrian crossings over the 
existing railway will be closed. This has some impact on the museum operations at 
Svartvik's industrial monument. The proposal that Trafikverket is working on is to 
build a new connection in the form of a combined road and GC road south of 
Serpentinvägen. 
 

3.   Construction of Pedestrian and Bicycle Road at Kemivägen 
The railway passes today under Kemivägen and will do the same after 
expansion. There are plans to connect the business area next to the E4 with 
road 562 via a walkway and cycle path. This needs to be considered in the 
design of the railway.  
 

Stakeholder: Trafikverket 
Management structure – See question 2.1. 
Performer/entrepreneur: The consultant Sweco and Afry 
Relevant stakeholders: The municipality of Sundsvall, The County Administrative 
Board of Västernorrland County, the 
Swedish Environmental Protection Agency. 

Figure 16: The connection to 
the Hemmanet area 

Figure 17: Sketch over the Pedestrian 
and Bicycle Road at Kemivägen 



d) Duration: 
Start: 2021-07-01                                 Ends: 2023-06-30                                     Costs: € 3 212 000 
Milestones: 
Table 8: Milestones in activity 3 

 
 

No  Date Means of verification 

6 
Construction document 
Start meeting 2021-07-01 Protocol 

7 Construction document 1 2022-08-21 Construction document delivered to the project manager 

8 Construction document 2 2023-01-31 Construction document delivered to the project manager 

9 Construction document 3 2023-04-30 Construction document delivered to the project manager 

10 Construction document 4 2023-06-30 Construction document delivered to the project manager 

 

e) Interdependences: 
The railway plan provides results to the project design document (see activity 1), and the project planning 
document will give new input to the railway plan. See activity 1 for more information. The Construction docu-
ments (activity 3) is produced after that complete Railway plan including EIA and project design documents. 

 

2.4 Description of the location of the works that are subject of the study 

The Action, double track on the section Sundsvall C - Dingersjö is a 
part of the Scan-Med corridor. The section  is characterized by its 
proximity to both the current railway and the former road E4 
(Kustvägen).  In many locations, the buildings are very close to the 
railway. Industries also characterize the landscape. Please see map in 
GIS tool in the eSubmission module.  
 
 
 

 

The section Sundsvall-Kvissleby-Dingersjö is characterized by its proximity to both the current railway and the 
road E4 (Kustvägen) and with industries and building close to the railway along the whole route. Sundsvall is the 
city centre of Central Norrland and has about 56,300 inhabitants in central parts, in the whole municipality there  
are about 95,000 inhabitants. The railway station is centrally located and a new travel centre is planned.  
Sundsvall is an important target point for both many commuters and students. Kvissleby/Dingersjö is a small 
village in Sundsvall region with about 2,600 inhabitants. A number of residentials are located close to the 
railway. The terrain is hilly and the terrain is at some point very steep sloping towards the sea. 

 

2.5 Planning overview of the Action 

A Gantt chart showing the activities of the Action including 
milestones and the critical path is found in Annex 1. 
The map to the right shows the Global project divided into 
the six sub-projects. The Action concerns the section 
Sundsvall C -Dingersjö marked in green. 
 
 
Figure 19: A detailed map over the project on the East Coast Line 

 

 

Figure 18: The railway section where the 
Action is carried out 



The Action 
Sundsvall-
Dingersjö 

3 RELEVANCE: CONTRIBUTION OF THE PROPOSED ACTION TO THE TEN-
T POLICY OBJECTIVES AND EU DIMENSION 

3.1 Contribution of the proposed Action to TEN-T network (Core and/or 

Comprehensive) or classification as a project of common interest 

The Global Project including the Action is of common interest according to Article 7 of the TEN-T Guidelines. 
The Global Project and the Action is located on the core network and is a part of the proposed extensions of the 
Scan-Med corridor, as an essential step in linking the Nordic countries of Sweden, Denmark, and Finland and 
their capitals to each other and improving passenger and freight transport from the region to southern Europe 
and Russia. Also, the Global Project, including the Action, demonstrate European added value by contribute the 
development of the trans-European transport network through the creation of new transport infrastructure in 
compliance with Chapter II and Chapter III TEN-T Guidelines No 1315/2013, by eliminate a large bottleneck on 
the core network, more specified on the Bothnian corridor which connect Sweden to Finland and further south to 
Russia and the Baltic countries, ”TEN-T Guideline, ANNEX I, maps of the core networks, map 0.4. Core 
Network: Roads, ports, railway terminals (RRT) and airports EU Member States, section Scandinavia)”. The 
Action contribute to the objectives falling within all four of the categories set out in Article four, TEN-T 
Guidelines, see detailed description in question 3.2. This Action results in increased capacity, safety, improved 
opportunities for commuting and improvements for industrial freight transport. 
 
Thereby, is the Action contributing to TEN-T goals by creating good connections to neighbouring countries with 
faster travel times for the passenger and increased capacity for transport for freight. The Action is proposed 
under the call MULTI-ANNUAL WORK PROGRAMME 2014-2020 CEF TRANSPORT 2020 - GENERAL AND 
COHESION ENVELOPES ON THE BASIS OF COMMISSION IMPLEMENTING DECISION C(2020) 8813 OF 15 
DECEMBER 2020 – ANNEX, Pre-identified projects on the Core Network. Objectives purposed by this work 
program and the funding priorities: Funding Objective 3, 3.1: Actions related to the funding objective “removing 
bottlenecks, enhancing rail interoperability, bridging missing links and, in particular, improving cross-border 
sections”. The line will be operated by train with speeds of up to 200-250 km/h. Reducing travel times between 
densely populated metropolitan areas is important and stimulate development in the regions between the largest 
metropolitan area.  
 
The Global Project and the Action reduces bottlenecks, enables smooth, safe and sustainable travels for 
passenger and Sundsvall transport mobility of goods, ensuring accessibility and contributing to increased 
economic growth and competitiveness in a global perspective. The socio-economic impacts are positive for 
transport quality, capacity, safety, accessibility, climate and the environment. The Action will have a network 
effect as it contributes to safer, more reliable and environmental connections for the immense freight flows 
between continental Europe and Sweden. The first step towards realization of upgrading of the railway to 
double- track between Gävle and Sundsvall was taken when the Swedish government included the section 
Sundsvall-Dingersjö in the National plan for the transport system for the period 2018-2029. See Annex 2. 
. 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

The Action consists of Railway Plan, EIA, Project Design Document, Construction documents and tender 
documents for a double track on a section on Bothnian corridor between Sundsvall C and Dingersjö.  
The description below applies to how a completed double track on the specified section meets the goals and 

Figure 20: Sundsvall- network Corridor on the East coast of Sweden Dingersjö on the core 



guidelines in the TEN-T Guidelines. Expanded double track railway between Sundsvall and Dingersjö complies 
with the guidelines of Chapters II and III of the TEN-T Guidelines by upgrading and building a traditional double 
track railway line equipped with 10 railway bridges and a tunnel. The railway is today a single-track railway that 
will be upgraded to double track, partly in the existing route and partly in new route. 
 
The upgrading of the railways follows the general priorities set out in Article 10 by equipping the railway with 
ERTMS, ensuring a speed of up to 200-250 km, equipping the railway with noise and vibration protection. 
The expansion with the increased capacity contributes both to a seamless double track on the Bothnian corridor 
from Stockholm to the Finnish border. The new railway will have significantly increased capacity, which 
contributes to increased mobility, improved road safety through level crossings and security systems with 
improved opportunities for improvements for industrial freight transport but also for passenger transports. 
Thereby, is the Action contributing to TEN-T goals by creating increased capacity for transport for freight and 
good connections to neighbouring countries with faster travel times for the passenger. The socio-economic 
impacts are positive for transport quality, capacity, safety, accessibility, climate and the environment.  
 
The Global Project and the Action reduces bottlenecks, enables smooth, safe and sustainable travels for 
passenger and freight, ensuring accessibility and contributing to increased economic growth and 
competitiveness in a global perspective. Reducing travel times between densely populated areas is important 
and stimulate development along the east coast where many large industries are located. The Global Project 
and the Action is a project of common interest by: 

 Address the four objectives for TEN-T categories set out in Article 4 (Se 3.2) in TEN-T Regulation (EU) 
No 1315/201. 

 Address measures to reach in Article 7.2 a and c, Regulation (EU) No 1316/2013. 

 Be eligible for Union financial assistance under the instruments available for the trans-European 
transport network. 

 Trafikverket planning process.  
 
The European added-value 
The Action contributes to European added-value as defined in point (d) of Article 3 of Regulation (EU) No 
1315/2013 by leading to a significant improvement of the transport flows to and from Sweden. The Action 
(double track on the section Sundsvall C and Dingersjö) is an important part to completion double track on the 
East Coast Line, a part of the Bothnian Corridor on the Scan-Med Corridor in northern Sweden. Expanding the 
220-kilometer-long single-track railway between, Gävle and Sundsvall, to a double-track railway would allow for 
an increase from a mere 70 trains a day to well over 200, integrating it fully with the already existing state-of-the-
art Bothnia line to the north of Sweden. It would provide a reliable and safe way of delivering goods to the rest of 
Europe, vital for the future growth of the European economy. And at the same time relieving the E4 highway of 
over 1500 carbon dioxide emitting trucks — every day. Building a double-track railway on the East Coast Line is 
a win-win solution where both people and companies not just from Sweden, but also from the rest of Europe 
gives the possibility and flexibility to choose how to and where to live, work and do business. 
 
An extended East Coast Line will be an efficient, sustainable and seamless high-capacity railway link all the way 
down to the Swedish-Danish border, which will improve the conditions for rail transport in line with the objectives 
of Article 4 of the CEF Regulation. No 1315/2013 More precisely, a major bottleneck in the transport system will 
be eliminated, increasing the possibility of safe and environmentally friendly transport that improves the 
interoperability of railways to and from Europe in accordance with Regulation (EU) No 1316/2013. 
 
The Action connects to the following projects that have been given EU-support: 

 2011-SE-93045-P  Bothnian Corridor - East Coast Line - increased capacity - Meeting stations 

 2011-SE-93035-S  Bothnian Corridor - East Coast Line - increased capacity - Study new line Stångån-
Dingersjö 

 2013-SE-91030-S Bothnian Corridor Double Triangle Supporting Sundsvall's Logistics Park 

 2019-SE-TM-0103-S New East-Cost Line: a railway study for a 40 km long section of double track between 
Gävle-Kringlan 

 2019-SE-TA-0004-W Gävle Port – New electrified railway connection 
 

The Action fulfils the general objective (Article 2(6) of the CEF Regulation) of completing the necessary 
preparatory planning steps for future construction of the Sundsvall -Dingersjö double track. Then the Global 
project is completed, an important implementation on the TEN-T network. 
 
The municipality of Sundsvall was part of the EU Intelligent Energy Europe project “Smartset” (Energy-efficient 
freight transport http://www.smartset-project.eu/) together with other cities in Europe, including Berlin, Rome, 
Graz and Gothenburg. The project aimed to develop sustainable transport and increase energy efficiency in 
freight transport. 

https://ec.europa.eu/inea/en/ten-t/ten-t-projects/projects-by-country/sweden/2011-se-93045-p
https://ec.europa.eu/inea/en/ten-t/ten-t-projects/projects-by-country/sweden/2011-se-93035-s
https://ec.europa.eu/inea/en/connecting-europe-facility/cef-transport/2019-se-tm-0103-s


For Sundsvall, it is a question of developing combined transport, that is, moving long-distance goods that are 
currently on the road, to trains or ships. A project in line with the development of the railway into a double track 
for increased rail freight transport. 

 

3.2 Contribution of the proposed Action to TEN-T and CEF priorities 

This Action is proposed under the Multi Annual Work Programme 2014-2020, CEF TRANSPORT 2020 – 
General and Cohesion envelopes. This Action contribute to the objectives in the call concerning completing of 
a pre-identified project (Stockholm-Gävle-Sundsvall) on the core network corridors and actions related to the 
funding objective “removing bottlenecks, enhancing rail interoperability, bridging missing links and, in particular, 
improving cross-border sections”.  The Actions and the Global Project address the TEN-T priorities in Article 4 
of the TEN-T Regulation No 1315/2013as follows: 
 
Table 9; Contribution to the Article 4 of the TEN-T Regulation 

4a) Cohesion through 

(iii) The Action is defined as a section of the East Coast Line on the Bothnian Corridor, the Scan-Med 
Corridor. Together with other projects on the route from Stockholm along the east coast up to the 
Finnish border a long-distance uniform double track is created where several railway projects are 
underway. The new railway is equipped for both freight and passenger transport. Efficient use of the 
new and existing infrastructure. 

(iv) Double track on the section for the Action, a part of the East Coast Line on the Bothnian Corridor 
reflects the need in the region and stimulate both commuting and long-distance travels. 

4b) Efficiency through 

(i) The Action is a large bottleneck on the Global project (Stockholm-Sundsvall) a part of the East 
Coast Line on the Scan-Med corridor. Double tracks on the route contribute to increased availability 
for both freight and passenger traffic. The section for the Action, Sundsvall C-Dingersjö, is today 
equipped with single track. The extension to double track on the whole line is divided into several 
sections and the section south of the Action is currently being built. Expansion to double track and 
both as an exchange of single tracks and as a completely new railway on the Norrbotnia Line is 
under planning. See map in section 3.1. Double tracks on the route contribute to increased 
availability for both passenger and freight traffic across the border with Finland and Norway. For the 
passenger the new railway means shorter travel times which will reduce the number of car journeys 
as well as increased opportunities for sustainable longer and cross-border travel. For freight traffic, 
the railway contributes to a smoother connection of transport infrastructure, i.e. between shipping 
and rail for both long-distance traffic and regional and local traffic. Connection to industries located 
along the railway and smooth transhipments from long-distance rail transport to regional and local 
freight transport by truck. Several railway projects to increase capacity and functionality on the East 
Coast Line are ongoing. See map in section 2.5. 

(ii) The Action will have a network effect as it contributes to safer, more reliable and environmental 
connections for the immense national freight flows with connection to the ports and combi terminals 
in Gävle and Sundsvall. 

(iii) The Action will have a network effect as it contributes to safer, more reliable and environmental 
connections for the immense freight flows between continental Europe and Sweden. The Action 
contributing to TEN-T goals by creating good connections to neighbouring countries with faster 
travel times for the passenger and increased capacity for transport for freight. The new double track 
will have a railway connection with the Nouryon Surface Chemistry AB and with the port of Gävle 
and Sundsvall as well. It ensures accessibility and smooth interconnection between transports 
mode contributing to increased economic growth and competitiveness in a global perspective. 

(iv) The Action, double track on a railway route that today has capacity shortages, will promote a more 
economic growth and competitiveness by offering high-quality transport. 

(v) With a new double-track on the section between Sundsvall and Dingersjö the conditions are 
assessed for a more efficient use of the existing infrastructure as well as new section in a region 
where the expansion does not constitute major restrictions on housing, wildlife or economic 
activities. 

4c) Sustainability through 

(i) By developing new doubletrack railway Trafikverket will ensures a transport network that is 
sustainable and economically efficient in the long term. The freight capacity will increase and travel 
times for passenger contributes to increased willingness and interest to choose trains instead of 
road transport.  

(ii)+ 
(iii) 

More travels with train instead of car contribute to low greenhouse gas emissions, low-carbon 
and clean transport and support reduced CO2 emissions. 

4d) Increasing the benefits for its users through 

(ii) The Action will be ensuring safe, secure and high-quality standards, for both passenger and freight 
transport by building the new railway with a standard that at least meet the standards of previously 



TEN-T supported railway lines in the region. The length of the upgraded 14 km long railway following 
the requirements set out in Article 39(2) of Regulation (EU) No 1315/2013. 

(ii) The speed is 250 km/h and the possibility of running trains with a length of 1 000 m. The Action, by 
building new double track, address the priority 3.1 “Actions related to the funding objective “removing 
bottlenecks, enhancing rail interoperability, bridging missing links”. The Action also improve cross 
border sections as described in the Multi-Annual Work Programme 2020 for financial assistance in 
the field of Connecting Europe Facility (CEF) - Transport sector for the period 2014-2020.  
New or improved cross-border connections to Finland and Norway when the accessibility increase 
on the Bothnian Corridor in Sweden. The Action connects to new upgraded railway network in the 
northern part of Sweden. The Action is defined as a section on the Bothnian Corridor of the core 
network and the Scan-Med corridor. 

(iv) The Action will contribute to safety and security, which will ensure quality, efficiency and sustainability 
of transport services by using new technology as ERTMS and ITS as well as building level crossings 
and fences along the railway. The length of the railway network in the Union upgraded following the 
requirements set out in Article 39(2) of Regulation (EU) No 1315/2013. The speed is 250 km/h and 
the possibility of running trains with a length of 1 000 m. Efficient use of the new and relieving 
existing infrastructure. 

 
The Action, by building new double track, address the priority 3.1 “Actions related to the funding objective 
“removing bottlenecks, enhancing rail interoperability, bridging missing links”. The Action also improve cross 
border sections as described in the Multi-Annual Work Programme 2020 for financial assistance in the field of 
Connecting Europe Facility (CEF) - Transport sector for the period 2014-2020. 

 

3.3 Contribution of the proposed Action to the objectives of the call 

The Action contributes to European added-value as defined in point (d) of Article 3 of Regulation (EU) No 
1315/2013 by leading to a significant improvement of the transport flows to and from Sweden.  The Action 
addresses the funding the objectives and expected results of the call for proposals, multi-annual work 
programme 2014-2020 CEF transport 2020 – General and cohesion envelopes. The section for the Action, 
Sundsvall C -Dingersjö is located on the Scan-Med on Stockholm – Gävle – Sundsvall, a pre-identified project 
stipulated in Annex I, Part I, points 3 “Other section on the core network” of the CEF Regulation. The Action 
contributes to the general objective of the call, a study within the meaning of Article 2(6) of the CEF Regulation 
(EU) No 1316/2013) preparing implementation of a TEN-T core network projects. The study consisting of a 
railway plan, an EIA, Project design document and construction document. The planning process is more in 
detailed described in question 5.4. The construction document is the last study in the planning process and also 
include tender document regarding procurement of the construction work, se figure 7 in question 2.1 and 5.4. 
The Action consists of Project design, documents, Railway plan, EIA and Construction documents describing for 
example technical design, permitting procedures and preparation of the tendering process.  
 
The Action contribute to the funding objective to removing bottlenecks, enhancing rail interoperability, and, in 
the long run together with other railway extensions on the Scan-Med corridor to improve the cross-border 
sections to Finland. The Action is one of several projects with the goal to create a fast, easy and accessible rail 
service along the Bothnian Corridor. 
 
For example: 
Removing bottlenecks – The Action remove one large bottleneck on the Scan-Med Corridor on the East Coast 
Line and is one of several projects with the goal of creating a fast, easy and accessible rail service along the 
east coast of Sweden for further travel to Norway or Finland. 
Enhancing rail interoperability – The goal is to create flexible links between different modes of transport as 
well as railway connections to large industries and combi terminals. 
Bridging missing link – The goal of The Global Project is to create an attractive railway service along the 
entire north east coast of Sweden where bottlenecks and missing links are eliminated. Today, some parts are 
without any railway connection, for example where the Norrbotnia line is planned to be built. 
Improving cross-border sections – The expansion of the Scan-Med Corridor with the Bothnian Corridor is 
crucial for the proper functioning of train traffic for both goods and passenger transport across the border to 
Finland and Norway. Together with the ports of Sundsvall and Gävle, the Global project creates a strong cross-
border link, primarily for freight transport. The expansion of electrified railway connections between the East 
Coast Line and the ports (the port line to the port of Gävle is electrified with CEF financing) entails an efficient 
connection to the railway network in Sweden and creates increased conditions for sustainable, safe and efficient 
logistics services. Large volumes of goods are expected to pass through the border with Finland to Russia and 
the Baltic States. Together with Malmbanan (the Iron ore line), which has previously received EU funding, good 
connections are created to Norway and Atlantic coastal ports. 
Construction documents is needed to prepare the forthcoming construction work (a TEN-T network project) with 
technical specifications and support measure as well as cost calculation and preparation of the tendering 



process. The construction work with double track on the section Sundsvall-Dingersjö is planned to start 2024. 

 

3.4 Contribution of the proposed Action to accelerating the deployment of 

technologies which have been developed, tested and validated by projects 

funded under EU’s research programmes. 

Trafikverket is one of the founding members of the Horizon funded research and innovation initiative Shift2Rail. 
Trafikverket is participating very actively in numerous innovation programmes under the Shift2Rail initiative, 
among others, the IP3 related to infrastructure including the In2Track2 and the In2Smart2 projects. Results from 
the programmes are continuously deployed and implemented into the construction and maintenance standards 
of Trafikverket. Standards that directly or indirectly apply in the construction and maintenance of the proposed 
project as well. Examples of new research findings that recently have been implemented in Trafikverket that 
comes from Shift2Rail are; digitalisation of asset management, enhanced economical service life, enhanced 
reliability, and reduced costs for new investments. Trafikverket is also planning to play an active role in the future 
of EU-funded research and innovation in the area. Trafikverket is therefore highly involved in the development of 
the successor program of Shift2Rail, Europe’s Rail Partnership. 

 

3.5 Cross-border section 

3.5.1 Are the works that are subject of the study located on a section which ensures the 

continuity of a project of common interest between the nearest urban nodes, as specified 

in Article 3(m) and 3(p) of the TEN-T Guidelines, on each side of the border of two 

Member States or between a Member State and a neighbouring country, or do these works 

ensure, via a neighbouring / third country, continuity of a Core Network Corridor between 

two Member States? 

 

 

If yes, provide justification for classifying the works that are subject of the study (or part of the 

works) as cross-border, indicate which Member States and, if applicable, neighbouring / third 

country(ies) are directly concerned and which activities each of them will be carrying out in the 

framework of the proposed Action. Please indicate which Core Network Corridors are addressed, if 

applicable. 

Together with the ports of Sundsvall and Gävle, the Global project creates a strong cross-border link, primarily 
for freight transport. The expansion of electrified railway connections between the East Coast Line and the ports 
(the port line to the port of Gävle is electrified with CEF financing) entails an efficient connection to the railway 
network in Sweden and creates increased conditions for sustainable, safe and efficient logistics services. The 
ports of Sundsvall and Gävle are important links in the global logistics chain where shipping, rail and road 
transport meet, which also promotes the regions' growth and development. From the port of Gävle, wood and 
steel are transported while raw materials for industry come in. About ten train sets and 300 trucks arrive daily 
and 900 ships arrive at the port each year, about 6 million tons of goods are handled. In Sundsvall, a new station 
wagon terminal is being built adjacent to the port, a new container quay and electrification of the railway to the 
port as well as investments in the industries in the area. 

 

3.5.2  Have the Member States and, if applicable, neighbouring / third country(ies), concerned 

concluded a written agreement at appropriate level relating to the completion of the cross-

border section, in accordance with Article 7 (2) of the CEF Regulation?  

 

 

 

If yes, describe the main elements of this agreement and attach a copy of it in annex. 

NA 

 

3.5.3.  Have the Member States and, if applicable, neighbouring / third country(ies), made other 

joint commitments regarding the proposed Action?  

 

 

 

 Yes 

 No 

 Yes 

 No 

 N/A 

 Yes 

 No 

 N/A 



If yes, clarify and detail, as appropriate, and attach copies of the related documents, if applicable, 

in particular legally binding agreement(s). 

NA 

 

3.6 Bottleneck 

Does the proposed Action addresses improve a bottleneck in the sense of Article 3 

(q) of the TEN-T Regulation? 

 

If yes, indicate which bottleneck will be improved and which activities of the proposed Action will 

facilitate this. 

The Action, creating new infrastructure or substantially upgrading existing infrastructure, address the Article 3(q) 
of the TEN-T regulation be eliminate a physical, technical or functional barrier on the East Coast Line, which will 
increase the traffic flow and stimulate the use of rail for passenger and freight on long-distance and cross-border 
travels and transports.  This Action addresses a bottleneck on the Scan-Med corridor in Sweden that affects 
freight flows both in Sweden and cross-border as defined in Annex I, part I, point 3 (Other sections of the core 
network Stockholm-Gävle-Sundsvall) of the CEF Regulation. 

 

4 MATURITY OF THE PROPOSED ACTION 
4.1 Approval of the proposed Action to commence the planned activities (at 

government, regional local level, including environmental approvals) 

Based on the directives and conditions given from the Swedish Government, Trafikverket has responsibility for 
the development of the National Transport Plan for transport infrastructure. Before the planning process for an 
infrastructure project is commenced, a long-term financial plan for the transport system (road, railway, maritime 
and aviation) is conducted in the National Transport Plan. The National Transport Plan is passed by the Swedish 
Government and spans over twelve years. The project Sundsvall C-Dingersjö is included in this plan. The 
planning process will, when finalized, include an adopted Railway plan including a CBA, the government decision 
on permissibility, and an EIA approved by the County Administration Board. The start of the construction is 
estimated to be done with start 2024. 
 
Table 10: Approvals 

Level Type of approval Date Deciding authority 

National National Transport Plan for the years 2018-2029 
include the Action 

May 31, 2018 The Swedish 
Government 

Regional Decision that the construction of double track can be 
assumed to have a significant environmental impact. 

2010-08-30  
2020-12-09 

The County 
Administrative Board 
of Västernorrland 

 

 

4.2 Political commitments to the proposed Action (and global project) 

The Swedish government as well as Trafikverket has a high political commitment and has been deeply involved 
in the development of the TEN-T networks, green corridors and the development of the Scandinavian 
Mediterranean Corridor for both passengers and goods. This commitment is based on the acknowledgement that 
International partnerships are needed for a successful development of sustainable transport corridors to and 
from the Nordic region.  
 
Trafikverket has been commissioned by the Government to investigate the requirements of increased railway 
capacity up until 2050 in order to increase the robustness and capacity of the railway system. An interim report 
on increased capacity within the railway system for the period 2012–2021 was submitted on 30 September 2011 
and approved by the Swedish Government. The investigation was an input in the actual Swedish Infrastructure 
Bill. (See Annex D4.2_2011_067_nationell_plan_for_transportsystemet_2010_2021.pdf.) 
 
Table 11: Decisions and Agreements 

Decisions/Agreements  
The National Transport Plan for the years 2018-2029 for the 
Global project Sundsvall C-Dingersjö. See Annex 2. 

The Swedish government 

 
The Action as a part of the Global Project is included in the National Transport Plan for the years 2018–2029 
decided upon by the Swedish government.  The National plan is revised every fourth year and project 
prioritization is adjusted. In addition, project in the National plan could be part-financed for different phases in 
the planning and- construction process. This model is used to ensure the correct financing for each project. The 
Swedish planning model for infrastructure projects follows Swedish law. In Jan 1,2017, the planning process for 

 Yes 

 No 



road and railway projects was amended, see question 5.4 when new law came into force. 
 
Trafikverket has verbally agreed with the municipality of Sundsvall on a close dialogue about the schedule and 
the impact the railway plan will have on 17 existing municipal detailed plans. The municipality has revoked the 
detailed plans until the railway plan is approved. Then the detailed plans will be updated. 

 

4.3 Public consultation(s) 

Public consultations are important during the entire planning process. The stakeholder in the Action are 
contacted, both separately and jointly. Discussions with authorities, municipalities, organizations and the public to 
receive opinions and gain knowledge.  
 
The general consultation plan for all railway and road projects in Sweden 
The consultations are conducted in open meetings, special meetings with landowners, open houses, seminars, 
information and dialogue through publications and on the internet. The opinions from the consultations are 
published in a consultation description including a description of what the project has done to meet the different 
suggestions and opinions received. At the start of a project, the work that will be carried out is described; at what 
times, in what form and with whom the partners plan to have consultations. The description is updated regularly 
during the project. The dialogue between Trafikverket and municipalities, county administrative boards and 
affected citizens is very important.  
 
The consultation addresses the location, the design and the environmental impact of the planned infrastructure. 
During the consultations, suggested solutions, environmental impact and impact on single properties (for  
example the need for noise protection) are discussed. 
 
Planning of new railway projects are carried out according to the planning process outlined in the Railway 
Construction Act (SFS 1995:1649). Trafikverket oversees the railway planning process. 
 
The idea is to get a very good basis for decision making, guaranteeing co-ordination with other participants and 
their planning. At the same time, good opportunities are given to transparency and influence for parties 
concerned. Requirements concerning environmental considerations, basis of decision and consultations are 
handled according to the Environmental Code (SFS 1998:808) 

 
Figure 21 The planning and consultation process: 
 
The planning process is divided in well-defined stages from preparatory studies, such as the Feasibility study and 
the including an Environmental Impact Assessment), to a more detailed development planning as in the Railway 
plan (including a more in depth going Environmental Impact Assessment than in the railway study) and the 
Construction plan. The Railway planning procedure is co-ordinated with the local government planning from 
Comprehensive plan/District programme to Detail development plans and Building permits. Concerned 
municipalities are responsible for local government planning according to the Planning and Building Act (SFS 
1987:10). 
 
Finalising a Railway plan  
The suggested plan includes a description of which consultations have taken place before the plan is made 
public (including which opinions have been considered and how they have influenced the Project as well as 
motivation for why some opinions have been disregarded). After the public review, the plan is submitted to the 
county administrative board for their opinion. 
  
If the county administrative board approves the plan and if there is financing for the construction, the plan is 
submitted for approval at which point the project’s impact on environment, health, intrusion and inconveniences 
are considered all together. The plan is approved by Trafikverket if it finds that the advantages for the public 
exceed the inconveniences for single interests. The decision can be appealed at the government level. 
 

The public consultation in the Action 



Work on the railway plan takes place in a process where the facility is designed gradually and in consultation 
with directly concerned, the public, organizations, the municipality, the county administrative board and other 
authorities. Consultations with Sundsvall municipality, county administrative board Västernorrland and major 
organizations, companies, management owners have been carried out in meeting series and individual 
consultations. Throughout the process from the start of the Global project, Trafikverket are sending out 
information sheets on the status of the project to the general public and property owners during the project. 

Trafikverket has together with a former consultant carried out four "open houses" 2016-11-15, 2016-11-24, 2017-

09-26 and 2017-10-05. The first two consultations were carried out together with road plan for road 562. During 

spring/summer 2021, an open house will be held to present the consultation document connection with the start 

of the project, a preliminary open house and consultation was held for the project, Sundsvall C-Dingersjö, on 26/9 

and 5/10 2017. During the spring / summer of 2021, Trafikverket will invite the public to a consultation meeting. 

The consultation meeting will be announced in the daily press and on the project's website.  
 

4.4 Readiness / technical maturity of the proposed Action 

The Action consists of the last three studies in Trafikverket's planning process (see question 5.2) before 
construction starts. All previous studies in the planning process have been completed and approved, which is a 
prerequisite for the following studies to start. For the Action, there are all the necessary decisions for continued 
work with the Sundsvall-Dingersjö double track project. Other projects in the Global project follow the same 
planning process which involves studies of action choice alternatives, approved EIA, established railway plan and 
finally construction documents that are the basis for procurement of a contractor for the construction of the 
railway. In the Activities in the Action all technical challenges will be handled. 
 
The Action includes studies in the railway plan (activity 2) on which land needs to be used for the new double 
track.The current status for Activities is:  
Activity 1: started in 27

th
 of August 2020. The activity means that the technical conditions are described, part of 

the basis for both the completed railway plan and the EIA. 
Activity 2: waits for activity 1 to complete. When the completed railway plan is determined by the Swedish 
government, the final agreement on which land is to be used.  
Activity 3: waiting for activity 2 to complete. Finished documents constitute the detailed technical data for the 
construction of the railway. Activity 3 forms the basis for the tender documents for the procurement of a 
construction contractor.  

All activities include tender documents for procurement of turnkey contract. 

 

4.5 Procurement  

4.5.1 Procurement in general 

The acts are based on EU Procurement Directives and thus several fundamental EU principles must be observed 
for public. It means that all suppliers must be treated in a similar and non-discriminatory way and procurement 
must be carried out in an open process. 

Figure 22: Procurement process 

 

Need 
A need for a product, service or contract arises within one of the partners. The need is defined in the tender 
documentation. 

Preparation of tender documentation 
The tender documentation is the collective documentation that describes what is to be procured, what 
requirements are placed on the tenderer and the subject of the procurement, as well as how the tenders will be 
evaluated. The tender documentation consists of several documents, e.g. procurement regulations, administrative 
regulations, technical specifications of requirements, a contract proposal, appendices that may have to be filled 
in, and standard conditions. 
Advertising 
Procurement opportunities are advertised in a publicly accessible database. Procurements of low value (so called 
known as direct procurements) do not have to be advertised. 
 



 
 

A prequalification system is used for procurements over the threshold values and for procurements in 
accordance with LUF. These types of procurements also do not have to be advertised. 

Tenders submitted  

The supplier sends in their tender. It is important for the tender to arrive at the right time to be valid. 

Qualification and tender evaluation 

Tenders are evaluated in accordance with the evaluation criteria set out in the tender documentation. 
Signing the contract 
The contract is signed with the winning supplier(s). 
Follow-up 
The contract is followed up continuously during the duration of the contract. The same procurement method 
has been and will be used for all parts of the proposed Action. 
Trafikverket will follow up on the environmental measures carried out when necessary and ensure that 
standards are followed. This is done through environmental protection in the Project, as well as the preparation 
of action plans, control programs and risk analyses during construction time as well as follow-up in the 
operating phase. 

 

4.5.2 Contracts already awarded and procedure(s) applied 

Two contracts have been signed for completion of the Action: 
Section Dingersjö-Kubikenborg - Contract are signed July,1, 2020 with Sweco for the studies Railway plan, 
Project Design Documents, Constructions documents and tender document for procurement of the construction 
work. Section Kubikenborg-Sundsvall: Contract are signed November,11, 2020 with Afry for the studies Railway 
plan, Project Design Documents, Constructions documents and tender document for procurement of the 
construction work.  

 

4.5.3 Procurements planned during implementation 

The Action includes tender documents for construction of the railway. Procurement is carried out as public 
procurement in accordance with the Public Procurement Act, and contracts are expected to be signed in 2023 
with three contractors for different parts of the construction work. 

 

4.6 Pending legal/administrative/technical issues 

There are no pending legal, administrative or technical issues that remain to be settled at the time for the 
activities of the Action can start. 

 

4.7 Financial maturity  

Evidence on the status of securing the financial commitments for all funding and financing 

sources of the proposed Action. 

Generally, all infrastructure in Sweden as well as these Action is financed by the Government, state, region or 
municipality. The costs for the Action are secured by the applicant’s (Trafikverket) own resources through public 
funding, which is the common way of financing the national infrastructure in Sweden. The Action is approved 
and included in the Swedish National plan for the Infrastructure 2018-2029. 

 

5 IMPACT OF THE PROPOSED ACTION 

5.1 Impact of the study/studies as a decision-making tool and/or in terms of policy-

making and developing best practices 
The output of the study will be used on different levels in the decision-making process. However, it is first and 
foremost a basis for decision-making on a national level. Being a large and special infrastructure project of 
crucial importance, the output will be used in other similar large infrastructure projects. However, the study will 
also be important as a decision-making tool on the regional and local level. Local and regional planning must be 
in line with and depend upon the national planning.  
 
A railway plan is legally binding and a prerequisite for the future work. However, all parts of the study will serve 
as basis for future decision-making. They will be used during the whole project process, a period of 15-20 years. 
The results of the studies are also highly relevant for cost and benefits in the future. Rigorous planning 
documents are crucial for successful and timely implementation. Unnecessary delays due to lack in the planning 
phase can be costly and affect the socio-economic benefits negatively. Therefore, it is important to put the costs 
for studies and planning in relation to delays and what negative consequences that it might have on the 
economy. The study process will consider the policy context and make use of existing similar best practice. 



Benchmarking with other projects will be carried out and engaging of expertise in all areas to develop the know-
how of the project. The project also runs an expert advisory group which contributes with experience from other 
large infrastructure projects.  
 
In order to secure spreading of best practice and the new knowledge gained during the process and concerning 
the new technique, the project will be presented on conferences, in relevant networks etc 

 

5.2 Planning of the works that are subject of the study 

The planning of road and railway constructions follows a process in which both the infrastructure constructor and 
representatives for the community in general participate. A law (Förordning om byggande av järnväg, 2012:708) 
to make the physical planning process more coherent came into force 1

st
 January 2013.The aim was to shorten 

the time needed for making plans for roads and railways. The purpose of the new legislation is to maintain the 
current level of quality and achieve:  

 More efficient planning  

 Shorter lead times  

 Better collaboration 
 

The new, coherent physical planning process also involves:  

 One coherent plan instead of several stages  

 The planning leading to a road plan or railway plan 

 Fewer features of a formal character  

 Increased opportunities for collaboration with municipal planning  

 A preparatory study – that is, the choice of measures before the planning process begins.  

Figure 23: The study of choice of alternatives 

 
The process attaches the planning of roads and railways to the municipalities’ planning and gives concerned 
parties good opportunities for insight and presenting opinions. During the process, the location and design of the 
road or the railway is analysed and described. Finally, the location and detailed design is established. The Road 
Traffic Act and Railway Construction Act (1995:1649) contain explicit provisions on consultation and 
environmental impact assessments instead of referring to the Environmental Code. The period of validity for road 
and railway plans is two years. The Government will decide which projects will be approved.This means that the 
Government must approve large and complex road and railways projects in accordance with Chapter 17 of the 
Environmental Code.  
 
A preparatory study – that is, the choice of measures before the planning process begins. In this context, it is 
important to note that the choice of measures is not a part of the planning process. The choice of measures can 
be made in several different investigations, for example “choice of measure” studies or in a municipal 
Comprehensive Plan. The choice of measures is based on the results of analysis according to the four-step 
principle. Sweden’s parliament and its government have access to several means for implementing overarching 
policies, inter alia in the transport sector. There is a broad consensus that the four-step principle should provide 
the basic logic for choice of appropriate means for implementation of a policy, which is supposed to achieve 
political objectives at lowest costs to society.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 24: Planning process Railway plans 
 



Planning of selected projects 
A road or railway project must be planned according to a process governed by laws, and which finally leads to a 
road plan or railway plan. The process is called the planning process and the work on producing a road or 
railway plan is called planning. 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

The planning process studies where and how the road or railway is to be constructed. How long it takes to get an 
answer depends on the size of the project, how many studies are required, whether there are alternate routes, 
what the available budget is and what those affected thinks. The results of the planning process and the design 
of the road or railway are described and reported in a road or railway plan. 
 
The planning work shall initially specify the prerequisites and obstacles that can affect the opportunities for 
constructing the road or railway. The different activities of the consultation must be ongoing throughout the entire 
planning process, which will gradually lead up to designing and adjusting the details regarding the road or 
railway structure. This will be done in the road plan or railway plan that concludes the process. This form of 
planning also makes it easier for a municipality that actively makes use of the oversight-planning instrument to 
bring about planning and development of roads and railways that are properly coordinated with the municipality’s 
physical planning. The project director will be appointed to manage the project with assistance from a project 
organization. 
 
On a monthly basis financial and objective follow-up are conducted.A more thorough follow up is completed 
three times a year. Deviation between the plan and actual costs are noted and must be explained thoroughly. 
Suggestions to reduce costs are investigated. The results of the follow-ups are collected and reported to the 
central function Finance and Control of Trafikverket. In case of substantial cost increases, a report to the 
Swedish Government is also required. The Action control procedures must follow these principles, to get the 
maximum benefit of the resources invested and considering relevant stakeholders’ input and requirements. 
 
A railway study project must be planned and controlled according to a process governed by laws and guidelines, 
and which finally leads to an approved and legally valid railway plan. Measurement studies and the planning of a 
measure (for rail or road) are carried out for large passages, such as the entire East Coast Line. In carrying out 
the railway investigation and railway plan, the route is divided into smaller sections. An implementation plan is 
laid down, in which it is determined in what order the sections will be built. For each section, railway plans are 
developed in the order that the construction of the sections is planned. For each section, public consultations are 
conducted according to the model described in section 4.3. This process can be time consuming. For sections 
that cover longer distances, the risk of long-term consultation processes is higher. The construction of the 
railway will occur progressively as the railway plans are approved and established. This means that different 
sections of a passage of the railway can be at different stages in the planning process, and the relationship 
between them means that the construction of a certain sub-section must be completed before the construction of 
the next planned section can be started, if the sections are built directly adjacent to each other. If partial sections 
are built at different ends of a passage, this type of relationship does not exist, and the sections are built 
independently. 
 
Below present important previous studies as a contribution to investigating and running the project Dubbelspår 
Sundsvall C-Dingersjö further towards the construction of a new railway. Studies – completed: 

 Geotechnical investigations 2018 

 Report - Coordinated planning for the railway between Gävle and Sundsvall 2015 

 Technical guidelines for double track The East Coast Line Gävle-Sundsvall 2015 

 Total impact assessment Double track Sundsvall-Dingersjö 2014 

 The Choice of alternative study -” Persontransporter Njurunda-Sundsvall 2014 

 The Choice of alternative study -” Gods i Sundsvallsregionen 2014 

 The Choice of alternative study - Åtgärdsvalsstudie” Kapacitetshöjande åtgärder på Ostkustbanan 2014” - 
Capacity enhancement Gävle – Sundsvall 2013 

 Feasibility Study - Dubbelspår Ostkustbanan Gävle- Sundsvall 2010  

 Feasibility Study - Stage expansion of double track Gävle – Sundsvall, 2008 

 Feasibility Study – The East Coast Line – Regional analysis of the railway's function and development, 
2006  

 
The feasibility study area extends along the southern coast of Norrland, through Gävleborg County and the 

Figure 25: Planning process  



southern part of Västernorrland County and affects the municipalities of Gävle, Söderhamn, Hudiksvall, 
Nordanstig and Sundsvall. The idea study in 2006 was carried out to demonstrate the need for capacity and 
travel time improvements in the form of double track expansion along the East Coast Line. This study of ideas 
was followed up by an in-depth study of ideas in 2008 with the aim of seeing how a double track expansion 
should be carried out on the basis of a phased classification. The priority given to development stages in the 
study was made considering the best efficiency, capacity and travel time gains. It was stated in the idea study 
that despite a future need for a complete double track on the entire route between Gävle and Sundsvall, such an 
expansion is proposed to take place in stages for economic, traffic and implementation reasons. Conclusions - 
in-depth study of ideas. A double track is required on the entire Gävle-Sundsvall section in order for the required 
number of trains in 2020 to be able to run. In order to meet the traffic needs of a stage extension, a combination 
of new meeting stations and double tracks is needed. Double tracks provide shorter travel times for freight trains 
and regional trains. A double-track expansion out of Gävle and Sundsvall, respectively, is of the highest priority 
from a traffic and capacity point of view. 

 

5.3 Economic and social effects of the works which are subject of the study (time 

savings, congestion, traffic management, interoperability, optimisation of 

existing capacity and service quality, modal split and safety and security) 

The activity contributes to people's ability to control their own lives by offering reliable travel services and 
reduced travel times. This enables, for example, work commuting over a day in more relationships. The 
measure therefore contributes positively to social sustainability. The increased capacity on the track creates 
conditions for cheaper and more reliable freight transport by rail and also leads to the transfer of passenger 
transport from road to rail. This transfer gives reduced emissions and therefore has a positive impact on 
ecological sustainability. 
 
All Swedish infrastructure projects that are managed by Trafikverket are evaluated according to the ASEK 
guidelines, resulting in a SEB. The Swedish Collected assessment of effects, or SEB, is a document providing 
information to decision makers, composed by presentations of results from different kinds of analyses of effects 
of investments in the transport system. One kind of analysis is economic cost-benefit analysis (CBA), and the 
others are an analysis of distributional effects and an analysis of the contributions to attaining the national 
transport policy goals. The CBAs made in the transport sector, and presented in the SEB, follow the 
recommendations by ASEK-report (the Swedish CBA guidelines for transport investments) regarding 
prices/shadow prices and principles of analysis. This is a thorough evaluation that has been carried out for all 
major infrastructure projects in Sweden for more than 30 years. The guidelines are continuously updated and the 
current version is ASEK 6.1. In the table below the main effects are given in accordance with the transport policy 
objectives. A Transport Analysis is tasked by the Government with following up transport policy objective on a 
yearly basis. Sweden's transport policy goals were presented in Government Bill "Goals for future travel and 
transport" (Government Bill 2008/09:93) and adopted by the Riksdag in 2009. The goals consist of one 
overarching goal and two secondary goals.  
 

See table 12, Summery of the transport policy target aanlysis on the next side. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Table 12: Transport policy target analysis- summary 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

Travelers 
Reliability Positive 

Safe & convenient Positive 

Freight transport 
Reliability Positive 

Satisfaction & quality Positive 

 Commuting Positive 

 Accessibility regional/countries  Urban (city) access Positive 

Contribution to 

the Functional 

objective 
 Interregional Positive 

 

Equality  
Equal transport  Positive 

Equal opportunities Positive 

Disabled  Public transport network  No 
contribution 

Children & youth  Way to school  Positive 

Public transport, walk, cycle  Walking & cycling, share 
No 

contribution 

  Public transport, share Positive 

 
Climate  

Amount of passenger and truck 
traffic Positive 

energy per vehicle kilometre No contribution 

  
Energy construction, operation, 
maintenance 

Negative 

  
Human health Positive 

Population  Positive 

 Health  Air  Positive 

Contribution to  
impact 

objective 
 

Water  
No 
contribution 

Land  Negative 

 

 Material assets No contribution 

Landscape  

Landscape  Negative 

biodiversity, plant life, wildlife Negative 

Ancient and Cultural relics, 

Other cultural heritage, 

Buildings 
Positive 

 Traffic safety Killed and badly wounded Positive 

Summary   Positive 

    

 

5.4 Impact of the works which are subject of the study on the climate and the 

environment in view of the Green Deal’s objectives 

 The European Green Deal is a set of policy initiatives by the European Commission with the overall goal to 
make Europe climate neutral by 2050.  The Swedish climate law, which came into force January 1 2018, aims 
even further with the goal to make Sweden climate neutral by 2045. This means, among other things, ambitious 
measures in the area of transportation. Measures that are in line with the objectives of the Green deal and the 
Sustainable and Smart Mobility Strategy. The Climate and environmental objectives are fundamental in the 
governance of Trafikverket. This reflects in the instructions to the Administration and in the National transport 
plan 2018-2029. For example, one of the major challenges considered and described in the National transport 
plan is to make Sweden the first fossil free state. The Government’s decision to include Sundsvall-Dingersjö in 
the National Transport plan have been made in that context. 
 
According to the latest CBA and previous studies, the global project is expected to have positive impact on the 
environment in several ways. The global project is expected to have positive impact to the climate change 
targets by reducing emissions of CO2. The emissions of air pollutants such as Particulate Matter – PM10, 
Nitrogen oxides – NOX, are also expected to be reduced. The reduction of CO2 emissions and air pollutants are 
mainly due to the fact that the global project is expected to make railway transportation of goods and passengers 
more attractive in relation to road transportation. The increase in relative attractiveness of the railroad is 
anticipated to lead to a modal shift from road to rail. 



 
Trafikverket is focusing strongly on reducing the climate impact from both upstream and downstream emission 
throughout the full life cycle of all projects implemented. Climate calculations are obligatory during the planning 
phase in order to control and reduce the use of greenhouse gas emissions from a life cycle perspective. The 
procurement requirements regarding carbon footprint and other emissions are also set high in all projects 
managed by Trafikverket, including this one. For example, all electricity bought by Trafikverket to operate (e.g. 
electricity for the railroad) and build infrastructure is required to be renewable green electricity.  
 
The physical planning process (described under 5.2) of the project is addressing the environmental challenges 
such as impact in the landscape, wildlife, groundwater and vibrations. Examples of environment measures that 
will be undertaken to prevent and mitigate the negative impacts of the works are described in more detail under 
question 2.1. The assessments of relevant measures are made in accordance with applicable environmental 
law and public interests. 

 

6 QUALITY OF THE PROPOSED ACTION 

6.1 Breakdown of eligible costs per cost category 

Activities  

 

 

Applicant for all activities is Trafikverket 

Estimated 

total eligible 

costs 

€ million 

Contract 

Consultants 

€ million 

Activity 1 Project Design Document, section Dingersjö-Sundsvall C 358 358 

Activity 2 Railway plan and EIA 1 183 1 183 

Activity 3 Construction documents 3 212 3 212 

Total  4 753 4 753 

 

6.2 Description and justification of the level of resources needed for implementing 

the Action 

Decision on implementation of the Global Project includes an assessment on the granting of funds for 
implementation. The costs for the Action were decided in the implementation decision and are based on 
feasibility studies, see 5.2. The level of resources needed for implementation is based on the actual scope and 
needs of the proposed Action, market-based cost estimation and existing knowledge and specific experience.  
For railway infrastructure projects, the planning process decided by Trafikverket is followed. The process is 
described in 4.3 and 6.4. The process follows the Railways act (1995: 1649). To carry out the work, a contractor 
is procured in accordance with the Swedish Public Procurement Act.  
 
The Swedish Government and Trafikverket have high demands on the contractors who get the assignment to 
plan and build railways. Requirements that in a procurement can lead to higher prices, but which ensure the 
working environment and quality during the contract period. Below this special demand are shortly described.To 
ensure that public funds are used in the best way possible, and to safeguard competition in the market, 
authorities must observe certain rules when performing procurements. The rules on procurement are found in 
four legal acts: The Act on Public Procurement, the Act on Public Procurement in the Utilities Sectors, the 
Defence and Security Procurement Act and the Act on Public Procurement of Concessions. All legislation 
governing public procurement rests on five basic principles. The provisions in the procurement acts should 
always be interpreted with these considered. See point 4.6. According to Swedish law, contractors must be able 
to handle, and in procurement documents, be able to demonstrate, an approach to ethical issues for employees. 
All those who work for Trafikverket shall observe this approach and follow the principles that form the basis of 
Trafikverket code of conduct.  
 
Minimum conditions for employees to work on the project must correspond to the terms of a central collective 
agreement that is applied throughout Sweden for corresponding employees in the industry concerned. This 
applies to minimum wages - working hours - holidays. Furthermore, the government has appointed Trafikverket, 
in public procurements, to work to achieve increased employment for persons who have difficulty in entering the 
labour market and thus contribute to reducing unemployment. The model has been implemented nationally by 
Trafikverket with effect from 2016. By law, the project is also to take responsibility for and manage any ancient 
monuments found when building a railway. The project will also bear the cost of the work.The Swedish 
Competition Authority applies the EU’s competition rules in close cooperation with the competition authorities 
within the European Competition Network (ECN). The Swedish rules concerning public procurement are mainly 
based on the EU-directives. 



 
In addition to the conditions described above which ensure good quality, but which can lead to increased costs, 
more project-specific extra costs can also arise. Such risks are assessed and described in the procurement 
document. For the Action, the following considerations are costly:  
 
Activity 1 – a study of noise protection on real estate noise protection on buildings is deemed to be carried out 
on a budget basis, as no unforeseen events are deemed to occur. 
Activity 2 – technical descriptions and tender documents are deemed to be able to be carried out at budgeted 
costs and within the set time frame.     
Activity 3 – The complete construction document shall deliver all technical data and specifications necessary to 
build the railway with associated bridges and tunnels. There are some technical challenges to be solved but the 
budget and timetable have taken this into account. 

 

6.3 Organisational structure  

The planning of road and railway constructions follows a process in which both the infrastructure constructor and 
representatives for the community in general participate. The planning process is governed in the Road Law 
(väglagen 1971:954) and the railway construction Act (1995:1649) on construction of railways and it aims to 
connect the construction of transport infrastructure to other community planning and to environmental law. The 
process attaches the planning of roads and railways to the municipalities’ planning and gives concerned parties 
good opportunities for insight and presenting opinions. During the process, the location and design of the road or 
the railway is analysed and described. Finally, the location and detailed design is established. 
 
The preparation of the grant agreement as well as the reporting to INEA (ASR, interim payment claims and final 
reports etc.) together with the Organisation of INEA’s control visits will be carried out by a specially appointed 
officer with experience pf CEF-funding connected with the Project and the Financial Coordinator of the Project. 
 
For each part of the Action, see the organisation in figure 26 below. 

 
Figure 26 Organisation 

 
It should be observed that the organisation and the individuals included in the organisation chart may be 
replaced over the course of time. The Project Director is responsible for all necessary measures, to ensure that 
the projects of common interest are eligible for Union financial assistance under the instruments available for the 
trans-European transport network, are taken. 
 

Role Organisational placement Responsibility 

Project Director Reports to the project director Responsible for the Action in the Project. 

Deputy project 
manager 

Reports to the project 
manager 

 

Financial 
coordinator 

Reports to the project director Supports the project by continuously reporting, analysing 
the project finances, providing basic data for the projects 
funding, establish economic reports, routines   



An implementation agreement for the project will be worked out in collaboration with the municipality. 
Trafikverket´s contact for that work is Per-Henrik Fräjdin. The municipality has appointed Ulrika Edlund as 
contact for the work with the double track 

Coordination of 
operations  

The design work is 
coordinated by technical 
coordinators. 

Competence in legal matters, quality, environment, 
working environment, technique, architecture, traffic and 
information. Specialist in respective area of knowledge, 
support the consultants and participate  

 

6.4 Control procedures and quality management during implementation 

The planning of road and railway constructions follows a process in which both the infrastructure constructor 
and representatives for the community in general participate. The planning process is governed in the Road 
Law (väglagen 1971:954) and the railway construction Act (1995:1649) on construction of railways and it aims 
to connect the construction of transport infrastructure to other community planning and to environmental law. 
The process attaches the planning of roads and railways to the municipalities’ planning and gives concerned 
parties good opportunities for insight and presenting opinions. During the process, the location and design of 
the road or the railway is analysed and described. Finally, the location and detailed design is established.  
 
The Road Traffic Act and Railway Construction Act (1995:1649) contain explicit provisions on consultation and 
environmental impact assessments instead of referring to the Environmental Code. The Government will decide 
which projects will be approved. This means that the Government must approve large and complex road and 
railways projects in accordance with Chapter 17 of the Environmental Code. The Swedish project planning 
process is described in point 5.4. 
 
Quality control procedures 
The Contractor will follow the procedures and guidelines used by Trafikverket. There will be an experienced 
quality control manager appointed that will implement and develop procedures (and implement the procedures 
in calls for tenders and in contracts). 
 
The following quality standards will be implemented during the Action: 

 

Overall quality 
management 

 
 

ISO 9001. Safeguards that the Action meets the needs and demands from 
stakeholders. A quality director will be appointed. ISO 9001 involves Control of 
documents (4.2.3), Control of records (4.2.4) Internal audit (8.2.2), Control of non-
conforming results (8.3), Corrective action (8.5.2), Preventive action (8.5.3)  

 
Environmental 
management 

ISO 14000. Improves environmental performance. There will be an environmental 
manager appointed.  

 
Risk management 
 

ISO 31000. Risk assessment and management. A risk management 
manager will be appointed. 

 
Information security 

 
ISO 27001. Guidelines for information security. An information technology, 
communications and security officer will be appointed. 

 

 

6.5 Risk management methods and procedures 

Trafikverket’ s risk management aims to create a uniform way of working, a condition for how Trafikverket will 
work with management as a support for business efficiency, proper management of the state resources and to 
meet the applicable requirements for risk management, internal control. Trafikverket follows the framework of 
ISO 31000.  
 
On 3 July 2020, the Swedish Transport Administration decided that the in-depth process for CSM-RA will be 
applied. See Annex 4. 
The planned change has been judged to be a significant change according to criteria in Commission Regulation 
(EU) No 402/2013 and thus requires that the process for CSM-RA be completed in its entirety. 
 
The overall objective of Trafikverket’ s risk management as well as the risk management for Action is to identify 
and - in a relevant and cost-effective manner - treat the risks and vulnerabilities that may affect conditions for 
achieving the goals. The fundamental principles for risk the management process.  
a) Creates value                                                                 g) Tailored to processes / units 
b) Is an integral part of Organisational processes             h) Considers human and cultural factors 
c) Part of decision-making                                                 i) Is transparent and inclusive 
d) Clarify uncertainties                                                       j) Is dynamic and receptive to changes 
e) Are systematic, structured and adapted                        k) Facilitates continuous improvement and helps the  
f) Based on the best available information                             Organisation develop further 
 
Effective and functional operations require that project managers on all levels have relevant and accurate 



information to make decisions. Management, guidance and decision-making must take place when conscious 
of the potential risks and opportunities in the project. Risk management is an integrated part of project work and 
comprises the identification, evaluation and management of risks, which may affect upon the achievement of 
project objectives. In the project, risks and opportunities will be assessed at all stages of the project. Risks are 
divided into project management risks and contractor risks. The Action, risks and opportunities are assessed to 
appeal against the purchasing and EIA. Risks are divided into project management risks and contractor risks.  
 
Project management risks are those risks and opportunities that are related to the project organisation’s internal 
risks, such as organisational, financial and administrative risks and general risks relating to contractors. During 
the procurement process, the project management risks are handled according to Trafikverket’ s 
recommendations and template for risk management. However, certain project adaptations may take place 
regarding to the project’s organisation and purpose. The identified risks classified in the figure below are 
described in question 6.9. 

Figure 27 Risk management process 

 

6.6 Ex-post monitoring and audit(s) 

The Action is included in the National Transport Plan of Swedish Government.  At the completion of the Project, 
all costs and effects are followed up according to a specific program or method. Internal audits are carried out 
according to an audit plan decided by Trafikverket’s Board each year. The role of Trafikverket’s Internal Audit 
Group is to inspect and propose improvements in the internal management and control. The efficiency, reporting 
and management of funds are assessed. In addition, Trafikverket must comply with legislation and fulfil the 
obligations resulting from being a member of the EU. In addition to the internal audits, the Swedish National 
Audit Bureau externally audits Trafikverket in accordance with international guidelines for professional internal 
audit, and passed all aspects. 
 
The evaluation of all Activities in the Action is described in the quality system for the Action and assessed 
regularly by Trafikverket. At the completion of the Project, all costs and effects are followed up according to a 
specific program or method. 

 

6.7 Communication and visibility given to the CEF Transport co-financing 



Trafikverket has established a routine for how to use the EU logotype. The routine specifies that the EU logotype 
must be included in Information material (letters, advertisement, brochures, information boards, construction 
signs, movies or other material published and produced. This includes digital material, information events 
(conferences, meetings, training, fairs, exhibitions, etc.) as well as the project’s location. All information and 
activities released to the public must include the European Union badge and text explaining the fund.  
 
This information is important to show the public that the European Union takes responsibility for sustainable 
transports and infrastructure by financing different projects. The logotype must be exposed on all typ.es of prints 
and information material. A large, visible sign must be installed at construction sites. The sign must clearly state 
that the Project is partly financed by the European Union and in which area. If the total official support (national + 
EU) of infrastructure, construction or procurement of physical equipment exceeds € 500 000, a large, permanent 
plaque must be installed no later than six months after the completion of the project. All projects funded by CEF 
must implement the correct publicity to inform the public about the financial support from the EU. The following 
information must be included in all information relevant for the specific type of distribution:  
 
An explanation which states that the project/initiative has received CEF financing from the EU “The project X / 
Infrastructure X is co-financed by EU’s TEN-T program”.  
 
(Printed material only) A disclaimer clause in which the European Union renounce all responsibility concerning 
the content of the material. The following text below is placed on page 2 in reports or where feasible: “The author 
is responsible for the content of this publication. The European Union takes no responsibility for how the content 
is used”.  
 
 

 
 
 

 
The EU flag and logotype: 

 

 

The placement of the EU logotype in different units of 
logotype / guidelines Type of communication 

 Placement of logotype / guidelines  

 Web pages  Same location on every page concerning 
the project  

 Brochures, newsletters, posters, information leaflets, etc.  At the back, above sender information  
Primarily on white background  

 Reports and internal publications  Cover page  

 Power Point-presentations  Bottom left corner  

 CD-ROM, DVD, Advertisements  On cd label or cover, Bottom left  

 

6.8 Other information 

N.A. 



6.9 Risk Assessment Grid by activities 

 

 

 

Activity N° Risk Impact Likelihood Control Mitigating measure(s) 

  (High/Low) (High/Low) (Under/Beyond)  

1-2 Collaboration with municipalities and 
municipal companies 
- Cost and time impact 

High Low Under Collaboration forum with the municipality, 
steering group between Trafikverket and the 
Municipality under construction.  

2  
Appeal of the railway plan - Noise 
problems in Bredsand  
 

High High  Consultation 
Information via various channels 
WEB, Newspapers, Mailings etc 

1-3 New requirements for the project 
(from laws and Trafikverket, new 
budget directives) 

- - Cost and time impact 

High Low Beyond Monitoring of developments in the area of 
competence and national decisions 

2-3 Incorrect calculations of residual soil 
and aggregate from stone masses 

High Low Under Incorrect calculations of residual soil and 
crushed stone masses 

1-2 Tunnel safety - collaboration with the 
Rescue Service 

High Low Under Perform design and collaboration in 
accordance with current legislation 

2 Authorisation water activities takes 
longer than planned   

High Low Under Early dialogue with the County Administrative 
Board 

1-3 Dispute with consultant Low Low Under Collaboration through external collaboration 
leaders 



7 ANNEXES 

All relevant information for assessing the proposal must be provided in the application form. The 

purpose of annexes is to provide additional, supporting information. Annexes or their specific 

relevant sections should be referred to in the application's relevant parts. 

Annex 1: GANTT schedule for the Action Sundsvall C-Dingersjö 

Annex 2: Fastställelse av nationell trafikslagsövergripande plan för transportinfrastrukturen för perioden                
2018-2029 (The Swedish National plan för transport infrastructure for the period 2018-2029, the Swedish 
Government) 

Annex 3: Gemensamma intresseområden mellan Trafikverket och Sundsvall kommun i anslutning till 
ombyggnad av ostkustbanan mellan Dingersjö och Sundsvall  samt ombyggnad av Sundsvalls bangård 

Annex 4: Beslut avseende tillämpning CSM-RA i projekt ”Sundvall-Dingersjö dubbelspår (REVIDERING)” 

 

 

 


